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SGAToVoteOn
Budget Disclosure
BY ELI LAKE
Senior Editor

thor of this proposal.
A former SGA member
has said, "Certain budget comAs The Tripod reported in mittee members are wary of
it's September21st issue, OnFri- public disclosure because their
day September 17st, SGA Presi- clubs have had financial diffident Marlon Quintanilla '94 culties in the past. For this reacalled an all campus meeting to • son they leave the option of disdiscuss the budget disclosure of closure on a club by club basis.
all organizations funded with One of the main reason people
the 210 dollar student activity on the budget committee have
fee. In the meeting Mr. Quinta- been there in the past, is to see
nilla told all who were present their clubs get as large a piece of
that the SGA would v6te to pro- the pie as possible."

"We as the budget committee have been denied access to certain budgets by the dean's
office, because certain organizations are under
federal investigation."
— Justin Van Etten, '96

Scenes liltc'these Wuf sboit'
enjoyed the Quad this weekend »s the number of sunny days kit dwindles. Some people
took the opportunity to sit out on the now muddy lawn, while others spent the day doing
homework on their powerhooks.

New Asst. Ditiector of Campus Safety Welcomed
BY CHRISTINA MANOS
News Writer

Campus safety is often
taken for granted by the studentsof Trinity College,butTom
Burke, the Assistant Director of
Campus Safety is hoping to improve the image of his department. Burke began his second
year at Trinity this fall, when he
assumed this position from Erin
Olson, who retired.
Previously, he worked as
a campus safety officer, where
he worked up through the ranks
to become shift supervisor.
Before coming to Trinity,
Burke served on the Central
Connecticut State University
Police force for two years. Between CCSU and Trinity, he
notes many differences. Chief
among these distinctions is the
presence of alcohol on campus.
He attributes alcohol as a major
contributing factor in the safety

pose an amendment to the SGA
constitution, making all SAF
budgetspublieinformation. Mr.
Quintanilla then said, "Give us
three weeks, and we'll put an
end to this whole affair."
In those three weeks, two
separate votes will take place.
The SGAbudgetcommittee will
propose legislation and vote
upon a proposal for budget disclosure that will reach the SG A's

Former budget committee member Josh Lahey '95 said,
"(Budget committee chairman)
Chris Foley '94 is just trying to
protect the SGA and the budget
committee. The budget committee is only so many people,
and they can not possibly catch
all of the mismanagement and
fraud that goes on. Most of the
time budget improprieties are
lost between the levels of bu-

Inside sources have said
the budget committee will propose that each SAF funded organization should have the option to disclose their budgets.
The Tripod has also been told
that Mr. Quintanilla is the au-

office." Leahy also said, "In the
past there have been conflicts of
interest and fraud on the SGA
budget committee."
When the
budget
committee's proposal reaches
please turn to page 3

related problems on the Trinity ronment for both its residents,
campus.
staff, and visitors. Burke lists
The large number of resi- many concerns and goals, but
dential students and visitors his main priority is, of course, to
make the needs of the Trinity maintain student safety on camsecurity staff differ from those pus. He also emphasizes prowhich he dealt with at CCSU.
fessionalism in his department.
Prime hours of activity
Burke's long term goal is
and safety concerns lie between to improve the image of Cam11 PM and 3 or 4 AM. Officer pus Safety among the students
Burke supervises the C rotation and the administration. His

His desire is for the Trinity community not to
take campus safety for granted, but rather to
acknowledge its importance...
(11 PM to 7 AM) and on weekends, he supervises both the B
and C rotations. He makes sure
that officers are performing their
duties and assigns and oversees
the completion of their rounds.
Above all else, his main
duty is to ensure that the Trinity
College campus is a safe envi-

desire is for the Trinity community not to lake campus safety
for granted, but rather to acknowledge its importance and
look more favorably on the department.
Tom Burke takes his job
seriously, for he says, "We have
an important job to do here."

Dean of Faculty Jan Cohn will be leaving her
position to be a full time professor. Read The Tripod
next week to get the whole story.
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EVENTS
Tears For Fears, who has
sold over 15 million albums,
including bestsellers The
Hurting, Songs From the Big
Chair, The Seeds of Love,
and their latest, Elemental,
is headlining the University of
Connecticut's Homecoming
concert this year. The
concert will be on Saturday,
October 16th, at 8:00 p.m. in
the Gampel Pavilion. Virgin
recording artist Jellyfish will
open for Tears for Fears.
Tickets for the Tears for
Fears / Jellyfish concert go
on sale Saturday, October
2nd at the Gampel Pavilion
box office, all Ticketmaster
locations and via the
Ticketmaster charge by
phone, (203) 525-4500.
On Saturday, October 2nd,
Goodwin Theater of the
Austin Arts Center will
present "Facing North." The
Center Artist Series
presentation features
Meridith Monk, a nationally
reknowned performance
artist, and vocalist / actor
Robert Een. The Washington
Post praises the piece's
"austerity, transparency
...multiple evocations and
haunting emotional
resonance." The
performance will be at 8:00
p.m.and is a Trinity College
performance pass event.

world's most celebrated pop
composer. Tickets are
available at the Bushnell box
office, or by calling
(203) 246-6807.

LECTURES
The Trinity College
Department of Biofogy, the
Medical Office, the Wellness
Dorm and the Women's
Center present their Fall
1993 Wellness Series. The
series features a number of
lectures and discussions
focusing on issues relevant
to the life of a college
student. The first lecture
entitled "ALCOHOL AND
ADDICTION: One Woman's
Story," will be tonight,
September 28th, at 7:00 p.m.
in Rittenburg Lounge. On
October 5th, Gail Hall of the
Biology Department will
discuss the causes of stress
and how to beat them in her
lecture, "Living Without
Stress."
On Monday, October 4th, the
Artist Management
Association will begin its
monthly meetings to develop
and enhance both artists and
managers. Registration will
take place, at,th§ Hartforc^
Public Library on Tuesday,
September 28th, between
1:00-2:00 p.m. and 7:00-8:00
p.m..

KSALE

The Hartford Symphony
The library will hold a oneOrchestra will begin its 50th
day booksale for the Trinity
season at the Bushnell with
the New England premiere of community on Thursday;
October 7th from 10:00 am to
"Paul McCartney's Liverpool
10:00 p.m.. Hardbounds are
Oratorio." Over 300 area
$1.00 and paperbacks are 50
musicians have come
cents. There will also be
together for the musical
telling of McCartney's story of some specially priced items.
a man named Shanty, which All purchases are cash and
carry. Join the fun and find
is set in Liverpool, England.
good books for your reading
This piece is the first
pleasure.
classical work from the
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SPRING BREAK7 Nights.
From $299
Includes: Air, Hotel, Transfers,
Parties and More!
NASSAU PARADISE ISLAND
CANCUN JAMAICA SAN JUAN
Organize a small group-Earn
FREE trip plus commissions!
1-800-GET-SUN-l
**FREE TRIPS & CASH!**
Call us and find out how
•hundreds of students are
already earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS OFCASH with
America's # 1 Spring
Break company! Choose
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica.
Panama, Daytona or Padre!
CALL NOW!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT
TRAVEL
(800) 328-SAVEor
(617)4?4-82Z2
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+
monthly. Summer/holidays/full
time. World travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Europe, Mexico. Tour
Guides, Gift Shop Sales, Deck
Hands, Casino Workers, etc.
No experience necessary.
CALL 602-680-4647, Ext.
C147.
SPRING BREAK *94
SELL TRIPS & CASHfitGO FREE
STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES
IS NOW HIRING CAMPUS REPS
CALL 800-648-4849
TRAVEL FREE!! SPRING
BREAKf
QUALITY VACATIONS TO HOT
DESTINATIONS!
CANCUN, JAMAICA, FLORIDA,
BAHAMAS, S.PADRE!
SELL "PROFESSIONAL" TOUR
PACKAGES!
BEST COMMISSIONS/SERVICE
SUN SPLASH TOURS
1-800-426-7710
GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST
ONE WEEKS

rretles
clubs

Plus $ ? ,000 for yourself!
AndaFREET-SHiRTjustfor
calling.
1-800-932-0528 Ext.75
WANTED: Long term relationship thru college and beyond.
Am resourceful and well defined
with good karma. Here 4 U 24
hrs. a day, fulfilling your every
need. Meet me in the campus
bookstore. I'll be in a blue and
yellow striped jacket.

SAVE
THE
HUMANS
$40-$60/day
Looking for b r i g h t ,
articulate
students to join ConnPIRG's
Campaign for the Environment.
full and part-time
CALL TODD: 233-7554

New Playinfi at...

Cinestudio
LEOLO

THE STORY OF QIU JU (PG)

FRI, SAT

9:55

SUN

2:30

SUN, MON, TUES

7:30

Around
Social Critique
Where was everyone this
weekend? Around Trinity marveled
at the lackluster showings at many
engagements that seemed like "sure
things." One such notable was the
AD/Hall hybrid that was Reggae
Night.
Cool Runnings, a solid act that
has opened up for Bob Himself, was
featured in the Washington Room
on Saturday. The hand stamps to
get in (purple nail polish) were more
colorful than the actual crowd in
attendance. Although all who attendedhad ahoppin' time, the Washroom looked very cavernous. Perhaps Cool Runnings would have
fared better in the AD basement (the
price - typical of AD - was ten dollars).
Pike touted their Night at the
Races on Friday night. The theme
confused many who saw the advertisements (skiers, race cars), but the
Races in question referred to Boat
Races. Aside from the crew boat
parked in front of the house, and
despite a modest crowd, the buzz
was middling.
That just about did it, save for
a Psi-U room to room (invite only,
sorry) and a campf ire in Clio's backyard (according to a source, S'mores
were made).
Hall Late Night, as always,
was a
thus salenc

Sneak Preview
Pick up your ticket today for a
special sneak preview of Malice, a
new thriller starring Alec Baldwin
and Nicole Kidman. The sneak preview is at the Cinestudio tonight at
9:30 PM, and is on a gold-rush, first
come, first serve basis. The movie is
penned by Aaron Sorkin (A Few Good
Men) and is directed by Harold
Becker, the man who brought you
Sea of Love. The buzz on this flick is
that the plot is full of twists, that
Baldwin is as cold as ice, and that it
is a humdinger of an ending. Walk,
don't run, to the Cinestudio.

Free Samples!
Well, not quite. These everpopular tree-hugging rockers will
be in town this Thursday for a show
at the Sting, in New Britain.
The Samples are touring to
promote .their new album The Last
Drag. It shouldn't be long before
Around Trinity hears the new album
blasting out onto the quad along
with old Samples standards.
Speaking of old standards,
their self-titled debut is finally being
made available again. The W. A.R ?
label has made the discs and it can
be ordered from New York.
The show is Thursday night at
10:30andticketsarel0bucks. Tough
luck for all 1 you toddlers; the show
is 21 and over.
Not one to stir the rumor mills,
but we at Around Trinity have heard
from a very hot tip that these very
Samples are going to be gracing Trinity College with an on-campus performance. You heard it here first.

NEWS
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Federal Investigation Clouds SGA Vote
continued from page 1

the SGA general assembly next
Tuesday, they are only allowed
to vote for, or against, the budget committee proposal.
Chris Foley said, "The
budget committee has no official stance on disclosure, the
SGA will only vote for, or
against, the budget committee
proposal." Lahey told The Tripod, "It is tradition for the SGA
to vote with the budget committee recommendations."

Another possible hindrance to budget disclosure,
could be the Dean's Office refusal to release certain budgets.
Budget committee member Justin Van Etten '96 said, "We as
the budget committee have been
denied access to certain budgets
by the Dean's Office, because
certain organizations are under
federal investigation." The Tripod was unable to find which
organizations Mr. VanEttenwas
referring to, but is still investi-

gating.
Another current SGA
member who wished to remain
anonymous, confirmed that the
Dean of Students Office has told
the SGA that they cannot see at
least two specific budgets due
to an ongoing Federal investigation.
The budget committee
will be voting on the budget
disclosure proposal tonight, and
the proposal will reach the SGA
next Tuesday.

The stones ivhich you are about to rend are taken directly from
'he files of Trinity College's Department of Campus Safety. The
names of tlwse involved have been eliminated in order to protect the
innocent and the guilty. Please note that all suspects are innocent
until proven guilty in a court of law. This feature of the News section
is designed to better inform the College community of the day to day
work of Campus Safety officers.

Traveling Trees

News Briefs...
• The Trinity College Mail Roomhas had students wonderingaboutmail delivery. Recently,
students were reportedly getting mail post-marked as late as two weeks from the time of arrival.
This year the Mail Room has a new Post-Master, Anef fa Charles, who declined to comment on the
issue. A s tudent postal worker, who wished to remain anonymous, claims the problems were due
to a lack of workers. Packages and mail stacked up inside the post office and eventually overflowed
into the Game Room. The problem seems to now be under control and delivery is back on track.
• Mather Hall will be undergoing renovations this coming summer, This will include
several additions to the building, with a new stairwell, additional rooms, and a hallway extending
past the Washington Room, Dean Winer says the space will allow for "a lot more space for which
students can choose their activities."

After the Reggae Party in the Washington Room on Saturday night two tropical-type trees traveled from their true territories and meandered across campus escorted by two female
students. Campus Safety was alerted to their travels and went
to investigate.
A trail of dirt tipped-off one officer that the tree had been
transported to Cook dormitory, where it was found decorating
a dorm room. The other tree got less frequent flyer miles and
didn't manage to leave the second floor of Mather hall, where its
driver was promptly nabbed and tossed in the brig with the
criminal from Cook. Both trees have been un-transplanted and
are happily growing back in Mather. The incident has been
refered to the Dean of Student's Office.

Heinous Hubcaps

STUDY

ABROAD

THE SWEDISH PROGRHM
STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY
Study abroad in Stockholm,
Sweden with The Swedish
Program at Stockholm
University. I Instruction
is in Knglish. I Course
offerings are diverse,
for example: women
and equality, environmental policy, international
relations, Scandinavian
literature, European

history, public policy,
politics, health care, the
revolution in Eastern
liu rope, econom ics, 4
film I L,ive with a
Swedish family or in
a university dormitory.
i Witness the dramatic
changes reshaping liurope
on our excursions to Berlin,
Budapest, and Prague.

COME TOflH INFORMflTIONflL MEETING

The hubcaps of a Ford Probe were painted red over the
weekend. It was not known if the promiscuous Probe also had
ts hair done along with the manicure.

Altercation Arrest
At around 2:00 AM on Sunday morning an ex-student was
arrested after an altercation in the Washington Room. The exstudent arrived at the party and instead of paying $10 assaulted
the person tending the door. The Hartford Police Officer working the party responded, and 20 year old Jake Gillis (the exstudent) was arrested for assault of the third degree.

HallHoodlum
window af St. AnfRbny Hal! at 9:58 PM on Friday night. The
individual spotted Campus Safety approaching and fled off
through the graveyard across the street.

Pizza Pilfered
A student in Clements ordered a Sgt. Pepperoni Pizza
over the weekend and ran off before paying for it. The problem
with their little scheme is that Sgt, Pepperoni has their phone
number (if it's the right one), so they should expect a visit from
Major Mushroom and General Genoa. Colonel Sanders had no
comment.

Commlttaa Room of Mathw Campus Canter

October 6, 1993

It"you are unable to attend this meeting, please contact your Study Abroad Advisor or
The Swedish Program office at Hamilton College, Clinton, New York 13323
(315) 859-4404

Microwave Missing
A Microwave was stolen from an unlocked classroom in
the Life Sciences Building. The microwave was valued at $300,
In other news, the freshman seminar "Microwave Cookery
Myths about Mashed Potatoes has been canceled."

Bike Bye-Bye

Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone * Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed^ — —
67 1/2 Madison St..
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493

On September 19th a bicycle was stolen from INSIDE a
Subaru station wagon, parked in the Summit C lot. The total
damages (bike + car damage) were estimated at $500.

Gang Gossip
Listen to this: Hector Santiago, the person shot and killed
on Broad Street, was apparently on the ballot in Hartford
Santiago was running for office and received over 1,000 votes for
the position of Constable.

Wallet Whatevers
Some more wallets were stolen. You know the deal
Watch your wallet or you could get burned.

iiiiii
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Winer hosts Dean's Comer'
BY MATT HENRY
News Writer

For the last two weeks David
Winer, Dean of Students, has been hosting a "Dean's Corner" twice a week in
the cave.
These hour-long sessions are now
offered to students who want to speak
with the Dean about general issues. The
sessions are aimed toward getting student input, as well as making the Dean of
Students more accessable.
Dean Winer said, "I've taken on
many administrative duties, and thathas
made me not as available for students.
Students who want to sit down and chat
can now do that,"
While all topics of conversation
are welcome, matters of confidentiality
are best discussedby appointment. However, the Dean is willing to talk about all
aspects of the Trinity community, including programs at the college, campus

safety, the direction of the college, or
even general information.
The Dean's Corner has averaged
six to nine visitors a session. The majority of these visitors came to discuss recommendations for law school and medical school.
Some of the visitors, however,
stayed tochatwith the Dean. Dean Winer
said, "I've had some people come and
talk for fifteen minutes and others who
popped by to ask a question for twenty
seconds. [The length of discussion] really depends on how many people are
there."
Dean Winer is also looking for students to use this time to voice concerns
and comments about Trinity, as well as
advice on how to change problem areas
in the community.
The Dean's Corner meets every
Monday at 3:00 and Thursday at 11:00.
The Dean of Students office is located in
Hamlin Hall, ext. 2156.
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Freshman Experience Goes Camping
ANDREA U
News Writer

HeathetSmith and David Paynes,
both graduates of the college, organized the first ever optional pre-orierttalion camping program- This program
was available for any incoming freshmen who were interested in outdoor
life. Thirty incoming freshmen participated in this program which began two
days prior to the actual freshmen orienlalion date.
On the first day, the group went
canoeing on the Connecticut River and
learned about its history from a representative of the River Fund Recapture,
They launched their canoes from the
Riverside Park in Hartford arid rowed
fox110 rniles, finally landing al:Rocky
HiU pamp grounds, That evening they
pitched their tents made a campfire,
and had dinner.
'
:
Thi?next day they wenthiking on

trie Talcott Mountain in Farmington,
andwenlswimminglaterthatday. The
main goal of the trip was to give students an opportunity to meeteach other
and visit the resources in and around
Hartford.
HeathejrSmUh,co-ordinarorof the
excursion, felt that the trip had been
planned to havebeena moreruralexperience but it turned out to be more urbanized. However, this proved to be a
wonderful experience and she hopes
this will continue next year with more
student enrollment
mconjunction with, this program,
the Reverend Wancy Charles and Dean
Peters also organized an optional program as part of orientation. Known as
theOutreach Program, this exposed students to the problem of Horoelessness.
Eleven freshmen- spent three
nights in art empty homeless shelter
: while working four days in other Hartford shelters. '

Crtnttp
NEEDS YOU!
The Tripod is looking for energetic and devoted people
to participate hi creating our awaid winning newspaper

The Tripod meefe every Tuesday at 9:30 p.nL in the
basement of Jackson Doraiitoiy. Please join us.

i/2 Price entire menu 4 pm til 10 pm
includes: Beer • Wine • Pizza

W o o d Fired

>ARTFORD

Brick Oven

296-0353

341 Franklin Ave. Hartford
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Osaka Restaurant Japanese That Keeps Giving More
BY ANDY LEVINE & PAT GINGRAS
Metro-Hartford Writer and Editor

Andy's my name and Japanese
food is my game. Pat's his name and he
doesn't really play any sports. But either
way, this week we ate at Osaka Japanese salad, though, and that made it lose
Restaurant and we were both treated to a points.
far-eastern delight. Wait, did I hear you
What wasn't tasty was the miso
say you like Sushi?
soup that came with my dinner." Picture
Welt you certainly won't be dis- eating seaweed and salt water after its
appointed by the vast selection in this been sitting in your little sister's beach
fishy department. Speaking of the menu, bucket all day so it gets good and warm.
here is what it offers: a wide selection of That's the miso soup. Stick with the
appetizers, soups, salads, seafood en- mediocre salad.
trees, vegetarian specialties, oodles of
Andy: Justwhenlthoughtlwasin
noodles and of course every kind of sushi for a real letdown, I saw the clouds part
under the sea.
and reveal a heavenly sun that bathed
You won't be taken aback by the me in warm and comforting light. What
stereotypical, yet pleasing Japanese- I'm trying to say here is that the sushi I
American decor. Cozy, private rooms had was damn good.
line the wall across from the expansive
As a matter of fact, it matched any
sushi bar. You will also be satisfied by sushi I had dined on previously in my
the other details of interior design. And sushi-filled life. With a perfect assortnow for the food.
ment of tuna, tuna roll, salmon, and flounAndy: I am unhappy to say that der, Osaka's sushi appetizer is a sure hit.
my meal started out on a very sour note.
Pat: Seafood, to me, simply is not
This was the result of the paltry green in my gastronomic vocabulary. While
salad that I was presented with. Other Andy enjoyed his sushi, I sampled the
than the fact that there was not a hint of fine saki. It was different from other saki
green to be seen, the "ginger?" dressing I have tried in that it actually smelled
was awful. It tasted more like ground more like wine than hot vodka.
carrots and vinegar. All I can say is that
It tasted a whole lot better, too. It
if Japanese salad is your fancy, then get was without that grimace-forcing afteryour buns over to Fuji or Shogun.
taste that has unfortunately become so
Pat: Not as finicky as my cohort, I much a part of today's saki.
thought the salad was pretty good, not
Andy: Straying from my usual faunlike those one would find at, say, vorite, chicken teriyaki (which I allowed
Timothy's. It wasn't a proper Japanese my simple-minded dinner gues t to have),

I decided on the beef yaki soba. Filled
with noodles, beef, herbs, spices, and
•vegetables, yaki soba really satisfies. By
this time, I had totally forgotten about
my dinner salad blues.
Pat: I had the teriyaki chicken,
much to the cultural chagrin of my companion. It was the best chicken teriyaki
I've ever had. It obviously wasn't marinated, which most times arrests the flavor of the chicken. It was perfectly cooked
and had just the right amount of teriyaki
sauce. The meal was accompanied by
cooked sprouts, onions, carrots, and broc-

taste is comparable to that of Vidal
Sassoon for normal to dry hair. It was
enjoyable, though!
After all this, whatwouldyou think
we paid? $599, $460, $166, $59, NO! The
whole dinner, including tax and tip, came
to less than $35, and we each had four
courses and saki. We both recommend
Osaka for the lover of fine sushi and
other Japanese delights (including Japanese musical hits, which are played
throughout the dining experience).
Osaka is located right on Farmington Avenue in West Hartford Center.

Heaven can't wait I cried, disregarding the famed Meatloaf song, as I dug my spoon deep into the life blood of the
ginger ice cream that sat smugly in front of me.
coli all very good.
The take-out menu is the same as the
Andy: After dinner, we ordered dine-in one, and you can call for an order
ice cream. Heaven can't wait I cried, or for a reservation at 233-1877.
disregarding the famed Meatioaf-song,
Andy: For a meal that just kept on
as I dug my spoon deep into" the life giving more and more to the very tasteblood of the ginger ice cream that sat bud-tingling end, I award Osaka 3.7564
smugly in front of me.
out of 5 tremendously stressedsushi chefs
Lord have mercy on my soul if I named Sheldon.
say anything short of awe inspiring. Ice
Pat: Dinner was outstanding after
cream doesn't get any better, especially the soup, but I was a little disappointed
when eaten with company as good as in the menu selection. I'd say that 95% of
Pat's.
the items on the menu include some sort
Pat: The green tea ice cream that I of seafood, which is fine, as most Japahad was quite different from anything nese restaurants do have tons of seafood,
I've ever had.. It was savory, certainly, but I expected a little more beef and
but my first and final reaction was a poultry. Outstanding value, though.
The award I give Osaka is 3.5 of 5
curious one. It tasted like shampoo, but
wooden chopsticks, but I would only go
don't take that the wrong way.
It was good, like I said, but the back for chicken and saki.

State Gubernatorial Race Just Around Corner
BYJAYSARZEN
Metro-Hartford Writer

regain the governorship is so strong.
However, he does say that there are dif-

The survivor of the Democratic
primary will have to face either John G.

seat. Both are vying for the nomination
of the GOP, although Johnson's candi-

in addition to The Republicans, the
As Ihe 1994 Connecticut Gu- allow the best canctkrate I
man anc
At this point in the campaign, torial nominee, or Republican Nancy- Democrats may have to contend with
bernatorial campaign starts to lake shape,
the cast of characters has been increased Balducci has stressed that Connecticut Johnson, currently the Congresswoman incumbent Lowell Weicker, who has
promised to make an announcement this
by one. Richard J. Balducci, a nine-term must invest money in areas that affect from Connecticut's 6th District.
Johnson opled outof a challenge to week as to whether or nothe will seek reState Representative and former Speaker the long term health of the economy:
of the House, has decided to seek the education, job training, and research and Chris Dodd last year for Dodd's Senate election.
Democratic nomination for governor. development,
One difference between Larson
Balducci, a small-businessman from
Showcase Cinemas,
and
Balducci
that will make the upcomNewington, maintained that he is the
East Hartford
best possible candidate to help the Demo- ing race a tight one is the 1991 implemenThe Fugitive PG-23
cratic Party regain the seat they lost in tation of an income tax. Larson was
7:00 and &30 pm
Sleepless In Seattle PG
7:40 and 10:00 pm
1990 to former Republican U.S. Senator opposed to the idea while Balducci enthusiastically embraced and supported
Rising Sun S
7:25 pm
Lowell P. Weicker, who ran as an indethe new tax, which was at the time unThe Secret Garden G
3:05 and 5:05 pm
pendent.
popular with Connecticut residents.
Jurassic Park PG
7:05 and 9:55 pm
Balduccijoins fellow Democrats
Congresswoman Barbara
Menace To Society R
7:50 and 10:10 pm
John B. Larson, the State Senate Majority
Needful Things R
9:50 pm
Leader, and William E. Curry, the State Kennelly, (D-lst) declined to run for the
nomination, which Balducci conceded
' Hard Target R
7:45 and 10:05 pm
Comptroller, whohasnotyet announced
she most likely would have won.
Aitborti R
7:20 mi 9:20 pm
his candidacy, as the candidates for the
KenneEy's decision not to enter the race
7-30 and 3:45 pm
The Man Without a Face PG-1S
Democratic nomination. At the present greatly affected Balducci's decision to
7:15 mid 9:15 jm.'
Striking Distance' R
time, Larson and Balducci are consid- run for the nomination, may have had
'70.0 tm& 9:40 pm '
True Romance R
ered the early front runners for the nomi- something to do with Larson's decision
7:35 and 9^5 pm
The Real McCoy PG-23
nation.
to enter as well, according to Balducci.
?$S and 10:10pm
Undercover Bhm P&-13
Even with three prominent State
Attorney General Richard
Democrats in the running, Balducci beBlumenthal also decided not to run for
lieves that the primary will not be divithe Democratic nomination.
sive because the Democrats' desire to

Movie Times

The Writing Center

CONGRESS

Workshop For Trinity Students
From Summary To Critical Analysis
Conducted by Cynthia Butos
Writing Center, 115 Vernon Street
September 29,1992
4:15-5:30 PM
To Register, call Ihe Writing Center at 246a'

^ATHnity Favorite*
Restaurant Hours:
11:30am-10:00pm
Mon
Tues-Thur U:30am-llpm
U:30am--Midnight
Friday
Saturday
Noon-Midnight
5:00pm-10:00pm
Sunday

Take out Hours:
Mon-Fri
llam-9pm
Sat
11-Bpm

7MapleAve.
Hartford
560-1965

Jteseryatipnsare recommended for large parlies.
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World Renowned Performance Artist To Appear At Austin Arts
BY TOANNA MARSDEN
Arts Editor

S I

Sure, fall isjuststarting,but winter
is coming to Trinity this Saturday.
Actually, to Goodwin Theater.
Merideth Monk, one of this
country's most well-known and brilliant
performance artists, will transform the
Goodwin stage into a snowy, barren arctic world in a piece entitled "Facing
North."
Monk is a composer, a singer, a
filmmaker and a director/choreographer. She has received several awards
for her various work including two
Guggenheim Fellowships, sixteen
ASCAP awards for Musical Composition, and the 1992 Dance Magazine
Award.
"Facing North" premiered in 1991
in New York City and was recently
brought back by popular demand.
Now Monk and collaborator Robert Een bring this astonishing work to
Trinity.
''«*». **
In "Facing North," Monk and Een
create a world of totem ancestors, birds,
bears, moose, Inuit tribespeople and EuMerideth Monk and Robert Een use movement and music to transform the stage into a primitive arctic world. "JOHtUtURUt'
ropean ancestors.
audience over the head with an environ- tiple evocations and haunting emotional
The two, dressed as Eskimo-like the arctic tundra.
creatures, communicate with each other
Monk and Een's movements to the mentalist fryingpan, it still will make the resonance, 'Facing North' makes mos t of
in sung tunes that recall the "throat sing- music are minimal but fastidious. audience think about industrialization's what we ordinarily see on our stages
ing" of the Inuit tribespeople. The sing- Dressed in bulky fur clothing, the two effects on the primitive world.
•appear trifling and hollow."
Alan Kriegsman of the Washinging is sometimes eerie and dissonant, emanate animals and tribespeople in
"Facing North" will be performed
sometimes yodeled and melodic.
danger of being wiped out by civiliza- ton Post says this about the piece: "It's a at 8:00 p.m. on October 2 at the Austin
small piece, but oh my. In its austerity, Arts Center's Goodwin Theater.
Whatever the style, the music ech- tion.
Although the piece does nothit the transparency, exactitude of effect, muloes the primeval and elemental world of

Judgement Night Somidkacki Making Musk Histoty
Dennis Leary, who terrorizes ablackman
(Cuba Gooding, Jr). This reversal of
what is "normal" is personified musiIt is really interesting how things cally in the Judgment Night sotvndftsdSf *
develop in the music field. Although T which hopes to pump interest into a
have always prided myself on listening movie which is h.iving difficulties getto many diverse types of music, I always ting to the theaters.
Although this isn't the first underknew that I would have to clarify things
further for someone who asked the seem- taking of its kind (Anthrax/Public Eningly harmless question, "So what do emy, Ice-T in Body Count), this is someyou listen to?" Inevitably, I would have thing of a landmark in musical history in
to break things down into Snm Goody- that ihere is such an extensive range of
like categories. You know, the typical successful groups and artists recording
rock, alternative, hip-hop, jazz, etc... so I "duets" together. Try a "We Are the
have always in my mind the idea that World" for the nineties.
Heavyweights such as Sonic
these groups are apples and oranges,
Youth, Pearl Jam, Cypress Hill, Run
and never the twain shall meet.
Luckily for me, and all of you, I D.M.C., Dinosaur Jr., De La Soul, and
have been proven wrong. The Living Color appear on the soundtrack.
soundtrack for the new movie Judgment Although at first glance it may seem that
Night features hybrid collaborations of these unlikely pairings might horribly
hip-hop, alternative, and metal bands. go awry, it is amazing how well these
Undoubtedly the Sam Goody staff is groups mesh with each other. The high
scrambling for a new catch phrase to pitch whine and "grungy" bass lines that
place the music under. The movie itself most of the alternative bands crank out
is similar to the soundtrack, in that it sets for their own albums provide a perfect
society's conventions on its ear. Judg- backdrop for the hip-hop bands to "drop
ment Night is about a white gang, led by smooth lyrics," their own loops, and
BY ETHAN MASON
Arts Writer

CLEANEST LAUNDROMAT IN TOWN

Suds and Duds
FRIENDLY & CLEAN / FULLY ATTENDED /COIN-OP LAUNDRY

WASH; DRY & FOLD SERVICE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
8:00am - 9:00pm
1825 Broad Street
Trinity Plaza
Hartford, CT 06114

247-8600

;

samples.
The first cut on the album, also the
first single released, is Helmel and House
single is probably the most "segregated "
song on the soundtrack, but it is very
good nonetheless. The first half of the
song is devoted to Helmet, and besides
the looped siren in the chorus, has virtually no additions by House of Pain. Halfway through the tune, however, there is
a bridge and then House of Pain takes
over, with Everlast delivering the final
verses. It is a nice starting point for the
album. Another tune is Teenage Fanclub
& De La Soul's 'Tallin'." This song has
great loops and an nifty sample of "Free
Falling" by Tom Petty. The beats set up
by Teenage Fanclub are slow and catchy,
complementing the usually mellow De
La lyrical style. In fact, this song could
easily be mistaken as a purely De La Soul
song, surpassing even some of their own
stuff on their new album.
Cypress Hill has two contributions to the soundtrack, and not surprisingly, they are excellent. The first (with
Sonic Youth) is entitled "I Love You
Mary Jane," and is an ode to the herb. It
has the ever-present deafening megabass loop, B-Real's nasal vocals, an eerie
guitar riff in the background, and a
sample of Kim Gordon (lead singer of
Sonic Youth) saying "She'll come by and
get me high."
The second Cypress cut, withPearl
Jam, is apocalyptic. B-Real sings as fast
as he ever has, and Sen-Dog provide his
usual affirmation of B-Real, barking the
chorus "Real Thing." Although Eddie
Vedder only provides minor background
vocals, the rest of the band gives B-Real
and Sen a loud grinding guitar riff, with
typical Pearl Jam snare drum beats.
The rest of the album has
equally interesting pairings (Living
Color/Run D.M.C., Biohazard/Onyx,
Faith No More/Boo-Yaa T.R.I.B.E., Dinosaur Jr./Del the Funky Homosapien).
Each is a great song in its own way. I
would urge you to get this album, not
simply because it has some amazing
cuts, but because it stands to become a
part of musical history.

SloteAtHie
BY SARAH HIRSCH
Arts Writer

Don't teJl me thatthere is nothing to do on campus, Sunday through
Thursday, the Underground Coffee
House is open and ready /or business.
Co]fjfeeis75centewith&eerefill8. You
can always have cake, a veggie and
cheeseplate,gazpa,cho soup, or bread.
On Tuesday nights, WETC
btings in bands and broadcasts the
shows on the ak, TheUndergroundis
a tiny place, but the bands are usually
really inca»dibfe,if not wjalfy loud and
interesting. JadPair,KudgetandHop
played test year,, The bands attract a
diverse audience of both Trfoity students and visitors, On Thursday
nights the Underground brings inperformer6/usuaUyja?zoracousttcbarids.
The Underground is alsoa great
placeto study, ortotrotstudy, You can
bring your books and papers down
there, get some coffee, and read PMo
to candle4tght, oi you can sit and talk
' tomepeopletliereforhouts, Th<sre is
somethingafccHttthe Underground that
is conducive to great conversation,
If you wantyoucanplan events
atthe Underground. The French Club
meets here on Sundays, and creative
writing classes often have readings.
Sometimes poetsand writers wilt perfotfr&anx! stuctentehaveplannedoperxrruc nights and poetry readings. Ask
the Underground people if you are
interested inhav'mg an openm tonight
or a reading; we would love to have
any sort of student activity.
Not enough people realize how
wonderful itis to go into Mather, walk
through the hall, and come upon this
candle Jit and coffee-scented sanctuary filled with uSe sounds of good
mask. Come down, get so#te coffee,
and either study your enlightening
economics book or argue- about the
need for chaos with the beautiful
people Underground.
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Violence Outshines PlotIn Four Fabulous Flicks At Cinestudio
plays Bill Munny, a
STORY OF Q1U JO
|pfi||ii|iH||||^liijl||||l|i Eastwood
former gun-slinger who relucTues. Sept. 28
Tarantino/s True Romance THE
tantly joins up with fellow
7:30 p.m.
bounty hunters Gene Hackman
in which Clarence and Ala- (China/1992) Directed by Zhang
Freeman,and even
Yimou.
ScreenplaybyUuHeng,
bama show us that there is in
i|g|UP^ii|l||l||i^il|p andMorgan
more reluctantly calls upon his
based on thertbveiby Chen Yuan
fact life after mutilation.
True Romance, a film writChristian Slater does a Bin, Cast: Gong Li, Lei Laoll|||||Ji||||||^||l|pl|||l||| long submerged killer instinct,
130 miiu
ten by Quentin Tarantino, is the convincing job of acting as the Sheng, Liu Pel Qi. Gong Li, &e
ORLANDO
actress
wKo
won
international
story of Clarence Worley, played crazed and fun Clarence. PlaySun, Oct, 3 - Tues. Oct. 5
byChristianSlater, acomicbook ing the lunatic role that he be- attention in Zhang's previous
7;30store employee with a love for came famous for in Heathers, films RaisctheRedlMntemarvXlu
Don,
for
the
first
time
plays
a
pie, Elvis Presley and kung fu Slater has moved from the role
|||)l|||!|j||||i^|||piSS||il|||| (Britain, 1993} Written and directed by Sally Potter. Based on
triple features. The movie be- of teen idol to main man. And modern Chinese woman in a
the novel by Virginia Woolf,
gins with Clarence's spontane- of course his good looks kept very personal battle for justice.
LivinginaremoteprovUKe,Qio
Cinematography by Aleksei
ous marriage to Alabama, me watching the movie.
Ju
makes
an
arduous
journey
to
Rodionov.
Cast: Tilda Swiriton,
played by Patricia Arquette, a
Patricia Arquette, seen
{he
big
city
fo*
help
when
hex
Charlotte
Valandiey,
Quentin
call girl of four days, who loves recently at Cinestudio in Ethan
Crisp. IndependentBritishfilmto eat pie and recite the lines to Frame, shows she has the ability husband is attacked by one of
• maker Sally Potter's stunning
kung fu movies as she watches to play a broad range of charac- the leaders in their village. •
Along
the
way,
all
of
the
fasciadaptation of the Satirical novel
them.
ters, as she comically and lovnating contradictions of China
' by Virginia Woolf has been the
ably
plays
Clarence's
wife.
The
Sounds like the makings
today are revealed through her
lift of art houses worldwide,
of a cute, off-beat romance, part doesn't give her much room eyes. "The Slaty ofQiu ju reafPotteridiisaFeterGreena.wd.yright? There is only one catch. to shine, though, as she is often firms Zhang Yimou's stature as
like ability to create dagzling
Clarence decides to kill in the background, there mainly storyteller and sociologist
tableaux
and a humorouspoHtiAlabama's pimp so he won't be to support Slater.
extraordinaire, and as a visual
cdledgeof Jterownto the lightaround to upset their marital
Along with a cool artistof exceptional delicacy and
hear ted story of a young aristoinsight." - Janet Maslin, NY
crat who is tansformed into a
Times.
lOQmia
gender-switching immortal.
The love story returns in the end, as a sort of WHAT'S LOVE GOT TO DO
The brilliant stage actress Tilda
•parentheses, in which Clarence and Alabama WITH IT?
Swintort makes Orlando's long
strange trip through the centushow us that there is infact life after mutilation. Wed. Sept. 29-Sat.-Oct. 2
ries totally entrancing, and
(1993) Director: Brian Gibson.
Quentin Crisp is unforgettable
bliss. Through killing Alabama's soundtrack featuring artists Screenplay by Kate Lamer,
as a lecherous Queen Elizabeth
pimp, Clarence procures a suit- John Waite, Soundgarden, Billy based on the book by Tina
I, "Hip, sexy and wickedly
case full of cocaine, which ev- Idol and Chris Isaak, there are Turner and Kurt Loder. Music
funny." - Peter Tfavers, Rolling
moments in the movie when by Stanley Clarke. Cast: Anerybody wants.
From then on, the ro- the off-beat characters gained gela
Bassett,
Laurence
I'luK bv l_hii-.i"mt NKL.it ili\
mance story is put on.the back my sympathy, and even inter- Fishbume, Jenifer Lewis. Anburner to the exploits and vio- est. From an actor who will do
lent massacres of Clarence as he anything to stay out of jail, inruns from the men who want cluding wearing a microphoni.'
his drugs and want him dead, in his groin, to Floyd, the peiand in a serious way. The only petually baked druggie wlin
thing that Clarence has on his sits in front of the TV all day anil
side is his own supply of lu- invites the thugs standing o\ °i
nacy. And even this becomes him armed wijb, ^u.lomajjcb lu
losl , amidst scenes of brutal sit down and smoke a bowl,tlie
beating,killing, and dragged out caslrunsthe gamul. It's toobnil
gore. We get the feeling that that they all die.
Quirky camera angles ai ici
Tarantino is enjoying seeing
how long he can make it all last. funky use of TV sets thatmirror
what's going on in the actual
And he is.
1
In one scene that is typical movie add a fun twist to tin
otherwise
monotonous
vio
of the violence this movie occasionally wallows, Alabama lies lence. It's clear that amidst the
sprawled on the floor, breath- wreckage, there are some moBETH F1RO
ing heavily, as blood runs down ments of cinematic genius, Joshua Weinstein '95, Aaron O'Connell '95, and Jo Marsden '95 rehearse for Cliff Fuller's '94
which unfortunately, just can't
her chest.
play, The Alchemist. The play, directed by Yvette Johnson '95. went up Sept. 23rd, 24th and
After the initial shock of seem to outshine the blood.
25th.
In the tradition of Reserseeing all of the violence on
screen, I have to say it all be- voir Dogs, Tarantino has once
came a bit absurd. And at the again provided the strong of
end, I found myself laughing stomach and weak of heart with
during the ever anticipated a little entertainment. For those
shootout scene complete with looking for romance, you are
flying feathers, writhing cops asked to please kindly adjourn
and crashing mirrors. Classic to another movie, or the other
audience members who are enTarantino.
The love story returns in joying the flick might instantly
the end, as a sort of parentheses, shoot you in the head.
BY CYNTHIA DARLING
Arts Writer
" "" ~
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Banned Books Week
and
Student Appreciation Week

Great, Affordable Homemade
Diner Food
§!
FREE!
§

\t
1

Starting Monday, Gallows Hill
will be open all day & all night, .
Drop by at night for Twin Peaks theatre,
have a piece of cherry pie
.& a cup of damn hot coffee.
Cool movies, cool music, & cool people
every night at Gallows Hill
& students get 10% off book purchases.

EL.

0

i rj

w

Entree With Purchase Of
Another Of Same Or Greater Value.
15% Gratuity On Total.

Serving Late
M-Th ll:30am-Midnight
Fri 11:30 am - 3am
Sat 10:00am - 3 am
Sun 10:00am - 8 pm

Still

I

5 Min. From Campus
267 Farmington Ave.
Hartford
Phone 241-8200

Down

Under

Club Comet

Hartford's Original Alternative Music Bance Club
Wed: 50 cent drafts all night
Tirars: Live Bands
Friday: PJ Andy Taylor of WRTC Sat: PJ Jon Condit
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Dean Boras Seeks
Qarification
n the very near future; perhaps as soon as this
evening,membersoftheStudentGovernment
Association will vote on whether or no t to end
the suspect practice of not releasing student
organization's budgets.
Voting in favor of that legislation would be a great
step in the move towards student empowerment. An
affirmative vote is empowering for the simple reason
that it gives students greater access to information than
they have had in recent years.
In truth, the upcoming vote is not necessary. Certain members of the SGA have either narrowly interpreted official school policy or thrown up unfortunate
procedural road blocks in the arduous process of bringing this information to light.
Releasing budget information has always been
mandated by the Trinity College Handbook, but the powers that be decided that that policy was not sufficient to
open budget information until SGA took a vote on the
issue. In fact, the SGA had an unwritten office policy
that required the Budget Committee to keep student
organization's records confidential. In light of a published statement that requires disclosure, the unwritten
policy rests on wobbly supports at best.
In a supposedly highly responsive, representative
atmosphere, the correct governmental procedure would
have been to void that unwritten policy immediately
upon the objection of any member of the Trinity community. As soon as The Tripod, or any student, asked for the
budget records of student organizations the SGA president should have overturned this unwritten policy.
Unless an individual had ulterior motives for not releasing the budget information, there is no reason for keeping financial records from the Trinity Community.
If, after making full disclosure of organizational
budgets, a member of the SGA wished to close up
student budget records, they would have been able to
propose legislation to do that. The burden of justification for keeping that information confidential would
then have been on the shoulders of a rational and well
thought out argument, rather than procedural and
political chicanery or double-talk.
But the correct process was not allowed to unfold.
Instead, SGA President Marlon Quintanilla and Vice
President of Finance Chris Foley decided to p\it that
decision through a legislative process over which they
maintain an inordinate amount of power. And, as
usually happens when sensitive bills go through the
legislative process, individuals get the opportunity to
maneuver bills away from the principles in which they

are grounded.
Even though entering this bill into the legislative
morass is bad governmental process, some on campus
hoped that if given the chance SGA would speedily and
judiciously resolve this issue Left to its own devices,
however, SGA has left some room for doubt as to
whether or not it can be trusted totake care of this issue.
According to sources familiar with the legislation,
one option being considered by the budget committee,
which Mr. Foley chairs and Mr. Quintanilla sits on as a
non-voting member, is a bill that will not explicitly
mandate the opening of budget records. The bill would
leave the option of opening budget information up to
individual organizations. This would be keeping the
status quo intact.
That option is simply not acceptable. Clubs that
have financial improprieties in their past would have
the choice whether or not to reveal that information
before the eyes of the student body. That scenario is
perilously akin to having foxes guarding the hen house.
Any policy that exclusively invests individual
student organizations with the power to keep their
books closed can only be based on the faulty and arrogant premise 'that the money they spend belongs to
their organization.
It doesn't':: The SGA must never forget that the
money they allqcate belongs to the entire student body.
A policy that does not recognize that fact is unacceptable. The drafters of such a piece of legislation would
not address the root problem of this issue: Students who
pay into an activities fund are still being denied access
to how their money is spent.
Hopefully the budget committee will have the
wisdom not to send legislation to the floor that violates
the spirit of the requests they have heard. It would be
tempting for them offer lax rules on disclosure. That
sort of legislation would shift the burden from the
members of SGA on to club presidents and would
protect those whose hands may not be clean. But SGA
representatives should reject a bill that shirks responsibility and vote against any bili that falls short of complete and full disclosure.
On the other hand, if the budget committee offers
a bill that allows for complete and easy access to organizational budget records, SGA legislators ought to put
an end to this parliamentary charade and do what a
single pen-stroke of the president could have done
weeks ago. In doing so they would be taking a step to
empower the people whom they represent.
P.M.F.

To The Editor:
While I found Adam Cahill's recent article entitled "Race and Trinity:
Voices from the faculty" both interesting
and well-written, I must write to correct
a factual error which is repeated several
times in.the piece. Adam states that the
racial-composition of Trinity's student
body began to change in 1990. and goes
on to quote me as saying "The class of
students who arrived at Trinity in 1990
included 39 minority students...". Infact,
it was the Class of 1990, which arrived on
campus in 1986, that contained 39 minority members. This is an important point,
for the college has in fact enrolled seven
classes since that time which have included an average of 65-75 minority students. A quick reading of the article
would lead one to believe that these increased n u m b e r s have only been
achievedinthepasttwoyears. Theeffort
to recruit a more diverse studentpopulation to the College has been a continuing
priority for many at Trinity for a number
of years. An article which touches on this
topic needs to be accurate in order to
supply the reader with the appropriate
context in which to consider the important issues raised therein.
David M. Borus
Dean of Admissions and
Financial Aid

Are you an apathetic
Trinity student
who only cares about
ind
PROVE US WRONG!
WrltealeH«rtotheedUor,box.3310.
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Policy Concerning Letters
ToThe Editor:
*Please note: Letters to The Trimly
Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m. the
Friday preceding publication the following
Tuesday. Letters should address the Editor,
and not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be printed,
although names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. Vie Trinity Tripod
will not publish any letter the Editors judged
to be an attack on an individual's character
or personality,' All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do no t necessarily reflect the views, or opinions of this
paper. Piease limit ail letters to five-hundred
words. Vie Trinity Tripod reserves the right
to edit all letters for clarity and brevity.
Any letters composed on a Macintosh may be submitted to The Trinity Tripod
through ^the DocEx server in the General
Resources zone of the Trinity College network. Letters may also be submitted on disk.
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Boots' and Kirks' Advice This Week's Amazing Horoscopes
BY BOOTS AND BIRKS
Features Writers

Dear Boots and Birks,
I never thought it was
possible, but I have found myself in love with two men. One I
have loved since I can remember, the other has just recently
stormed into my heart. Colin
(names changed to protect the
men's identities) was my first
love. He taught me about commitment, trust, and unconditional love. He showed me about
honesty, communication, and
absolute peace. With him, I
learned what true love could
be. But when I met Carter this
summer, I wondered if there
was another kind oflovelhadn't
yet known the kind that makes
you giggle and blush, the kind
that keeps you up all night, the
kind that distracts you during
class. We go to concerts in the
city. We have breakfast on the
Quad. We dance until dawn. It
is spontaneous and novel. But is
it going to last? Colin is a hometown honey, Carter is here at
Trinity. Though neither of them
know that the other exists, I

dread the day they find out. They
both sense that I am uneasy. I
could lose both if I'm not careful. What do I do?
Double Trouble
Dear Double Trouble,
You must realize that
if you string two loves along
you risk surrendering both, that
you must realize. You think it is
difficult to choose between two,
try losing both. First, you owe
them bom the truth. Second, no
matter how much love y ou ha ve
inside, giving it to two people is
spreading it too thin. You obviously love both, for different
reasons, but know eventually
you will find one person who
will satisfy all your needs. For
now, follow your instinct and
trust that everything will work
itself out. Remember, you aren't
looking for a husband yet, just
happiness and excitement in life.
Run with your gut feeling, and
run fast. Remember what Gloria
Steinem said, "A woman without a man is like a fish without a
bicycle."
Boots.

Boots and Birks
Want To Help You!
Please Submit
lettem to ttie Tripod
tihioush Campus

iY AMY KERRIGAN
AND LISSA SMITH
Matures Writers

^ries (March 20-April 19)

Leo (July 20-August 19)

Sagittarius (Nov. 20-Dec. 19)

Your potential for harmony, cooperation and less
stress is strong. Begin putting
the pieces together. Watch out
for growing tensions. Make up
with your soul mate. Go out on
a limb. You will be rewarded. If
times are tough, hang in there,
the end is near.

Jealousy is not your
thing. Don't let it sour your
optimistic outlook. Now's the
time to work on improving
your self-esteem. Get more
exercise, stay healthy, eat
right, and get more sleep. Do
it now, or your regret it.

The clouds have broken.
vJow it's your time to shine. A
ot of strings may pull you in
iifferent directions this week,
lot of people may demand
rour time. Control is key. Use it
:o help others and more impor- Virgo (August 20-Sept. 19)
:antly, to help yourself. Unexpected opportunity knocks.
Take care of yourself this
Answer the door.
week. Pamper yourself, you deserve it. Use that money you set
aside to adorn yourself with ecaurus (April 20-May 19)
centrics. Read a good book.
Success is headed your Write a love song* Take a walk
ay. Financially, romantically, in the rain.
cademically you are psyched.
Make the neccessary changes Libra (Sept. 20-Oct. 19)
and be prepared to skyrocket.
Don't be afraid to face uncomThe world is your oyster.
brtable situations and relation- Refuse to be undermined. Alihips. It could prove fiery and though you may be feeling
fldting.
lonely lately, in reality you are
not alone. That significant other
you've been flirting with will
iemini (May 20-June 19)
turn out to be a mate, if you play
Sit back and wait. Sur- your cards right. Is your roomprises are headed your direc- mate driving you crazy? Hang
tion. Those out-of-the-blue op- in there, there's light at the end
lortunities, romances, and of the tunnel.
iddities require that you go
with the flow. Accept the new- Scorpio (Oct. 20-Nov. 19)
ness. Relish in the novelty.
Are you feeling confined
within the borders of Trinity?
Cancer (June 20-July 19)
Do you have the urge to break
It's time you smoothed away? Have no fear, A long disthings out with those you truly tance communication will be
love. This anxiety and nervous- your ticket to a fun road trip.
ness is affecting all that you do. Soon. Those people who have
Reflect on your hurts, forgive been bossing you around lately
and forget. The calm will make will admit their wrongdoings
you smile, -

Capricorn (Dec. 20-Jan. 19)
If your life hasn't been
going exactly as planned over
the past week, now's the time
for you to start to take control
and do something about it.
Focus on motivation and direction in your life. Don't let
the world pass you by. Kick
thatdepression and the world
will smile upon you.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 19)
Share your joy with everyone around you and you
will be repaid tenfold. Your
recent revelation about a certain person will prove to be
true. You must learn to follow
your instinct because it will
always lead you in the right
direction. This is not the time
for self-doubt. Showyour confidence to others and you will
get the respect you so rightly
deserve.
Pisces (Febmary20-Marchl9)
Your financial status is
in for a great change. Friends
you didn't know existed will
have a way to enter your life.
Don't go crazy, though, moderation is the key to your success.
Be frugal now or you
will rejjietit jnlhe long run.

The Writing Center

r

ABEJ
50 cents off each wash
with this coupon.
Located Near Super Stop & Shop,
next to Unclaimed Freight
1418 Berlin Turnpike.
Jordan Lane Shopping Center
Wethersfield, CT 06109
• Plenty of Free Parking •
Computerized Maytag MacMnes
Horns:
Mon-Fri:
7am-9pm
Saturday:
7am-8pm
Sunday:
7am-7pm
Last wash 1 hour before closing

Phone: 95&-64S6
L.

1 coupon r^r customer.

Individual Tutoring Services
Located at 115 Vernon St.
Hours:
Monday through Friday
1:00 —4:00 PM
Monday through Thursday
6:30 — 9:30 PM
Late night hours in Mather Hall
Sun, Mon, and Thurs 10 PM 'til Midnight
Drop in or call 2468 for an appointment.

Syracuse University
Division of Internationa! Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472

S Y R A C U S E
A B R O A D
Something to write home about!
• Programs in Africa, Australia, Belgium, Czech Republic, England,
France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Poland, and Spain
• Prior foreign language not always necessary
• Field trips/traveling seminars
• Internships
• Study for a semester, a year, or a summer
• Home or limited apartment placements

FEATURES
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The Spotlight is On...

needed land resources and labor, would
affect the people who lived in the villages. Not everyone was pleased, however. Some of the people involved in
Professor Jane Nadel-Klein, who
promoting the1 oil industry were bothis the director of the Area Studies proered by a third party disrupting their
gram and a teacher of anthropology and
business affairs.
women studies courses at Trinity, began
She found that in different villages
her upper level education at Barnard
the economic, aesthetic, and technologiCollege and then proceeded to get her
cal impacts varied. Nadel-Klein also
Ph.D. in anthropology at the City Unifound that the history of women in Scotversity of New York. Before coming to
tish fishing villages to be fascinating, as
Trinity, she taught at Clarkson Univerwomen had been essential inkeeping the
sity in Potsdam, New York. In 1987,
industry alive. After she became interested in women and women's wferk, she
"First, you find a feeling of connecting, knowing you are wrote
an article in a book which she coa part of something that is important to someone else, and edited called To Work and To Weep:
Women in Fishing Economies. Other
then there is the anthropological reward -fitting your
findings included the fact that people
who had migrated from Scotland were
findings into theories of social change and identity."
heartbroken when they returned to rehad taken place. The community was tire as the new oil industry had tarnished
Trinity College was lucky to hire her.
After she received her degree, pro- pleased that she was interested in their their fond memories of the village; some
fessor Nadel-Klein spent two years as a story, and they took pride in their history even decided not to return.
Professor Nadel-Klein explained a
post doctoral fellow for the Woodshole as fishing people.
Her goal was to see if local power two-step set of reactions she encounOceanographic Institution in the Marine
Policy Division. Here she did a study on existed in the face of multinational de- tered while interacting with the Scottish
the potential impact of oil development velopment and how this industry, which people. She said, " First, you find a
BY KELLY CANRIGHT
Features Editor

on Georgia's bank, which is a major fishing ground, and didacomparative study
on New England Coastal communities.
In the early 1970's, her love of Scottish folk music convinced her to do her
Ph.D. research in Scotland and study the
social impact of North Sea oil development on a Scottish fishing village. Professor Nadel-Klein spent a year living in
a fishing village called Ferryden where
the older people called her the "American lassie." She was told stories of genealogies, family histories and feuds that

Jane Nadel-Klem

BETH PIRO

feeling of connecting, knowing you are a
part of something that is important to
someone else, and then there is the anthropological reward - fitting your findings into theories of social change and
identity. It becomes analytical. You are
not just telling a story."
please turn to page 11

THE LONG WALJ
This Week's Fascinating Question Is...
What Do You Want To Do When You Grow Up?
PHOTOS BY KELLY COLLIS

fc &M

M Helm '97 and A Pavone '97

Matthew Simpson '94

"Have Money!"

"Be A Hitman."

RobLovett'96
"Anything but science."

Sam Kennedy '95
" I want to have fifteen kids
and be the general manager of
a baseball team."

Chris Bride'95

Jenna Ingersoll '94

M. Curren '95 and C Smilh '95

Adierdre Stribling '96

"I Want to be a fireman."

" I want to be Tom Gerety.
Aim high."

" We want b> marry Marty
from the View."

" Be a clinical psychologist."
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Where's Tom?
BY HILARY SPIVACK
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Help Find President Gerefy
Somewhere on Campus!

ConnPrRG's Contributions Applauded
Oregon in 1971. Hie PIRGs have since given priority attention over the others, represents Trinity College on the board,
been organized in 24 states and over 100 Currently, thelead campaign is to present this campaign is now holding canned
college campuses. Their main goal is to the issue of deforestation. "Over 300 food drives at local supermarkets. But
How could anyone miss the signs represent social problems ranging from postcards have been collected and sent she explained, "the main focus of the
for ConnPIRG's general interest meeting chemical pollution to consumer protec- in order to urge President Clinton to save campaign will be in November." Kleine
a few weeks ago? Scrawled all over the tion. By combining the resources of ac- our remaining forests," stated chapter said, "We'll be sponsoring a Global Dincampus sidewalks, the meeting was well tivists and professionals at the campus chair Sara Callahan '96. This Wednes- ner where people eat the meals of first,
publicized. How many actually went? and state levels, PIRG is able to tackle day in the Cave from 5-7 p.m. ConnPIRG second, and third world peoples. There
For those who weren't there, the follow- difficult social issues with a wide range will sponsor "The Lorax," a Dr. Seuss will also be a sleepout and vigil where
cartoon about deforestation and general students will sleep outside for a night
ing will let you in on what you missed! of supporters.
destruction.
Each
semester
ConnPIRG
chooses
ConnPIRG is a lobbying organizaand an Ox-Fam fast that gives the stuThe next campaign will focus on dents an opportunity to give up their
tion that began as PIRG (Public Interest three lead campaigns to focus their atResearch Groups) at the University of tention on. For six weeks each one is endangered species. "We want to meal plan for one meal or for a whole
strengthen the Endangered Species Act day, and donate that money to pay for
of 1973 byputtingmore money into help- the meals of the homeless." Kleine a]so
ing get animals onto the endangered sp e- said that, "the events will be a lot of fun
cies list quicker," Callahan explained. and will give the students an opportucontinued from page 10
"There will be an All Species Day when nity to participate in ConnPIRG events
Uponber return to Trinity, Nadel- efit from her experiences in Scotland, Trinity Students will go into the Hart- even if they're not a part of the organizaKlein found all fcinds of things to be Professor NadeWClein is able to give her ford schools and teach the kids about tion."
,.;
•••
' . .•
subtly different "If & a shock when you. students some sense of what it is like to endangered species. Later, near HallowCallahan stressed that it is never
be an anthropologist rattier than some een, the kids will come here and dress up too late to get involved. "There should
yp h i f f r t f c
The anthropologist's hat is that of a stu- "third order dry experience," At the end
dent, When 1 am there/ lama student 1 oftheinterview,sheremarked,"Thereis ConnPIRG is more than a lobbying organization. It
don't think about much else. When I a whole world of people out thm."
Hopefully/ her students will become, works with communities and other organizations to help
come back, I am the teacher."
' "j
Her students are also able to ben- aware of that as well.
cure social ills.
BY GAVIN ANDREWS
Features Writer

Professor Reseaidies In Scotland

Did You Know?

From The Tripod Archives:
10 years Afio This Weed: fSePfember 27. 1988J Editorial: Let's Wrap This UP.
"We are all sick of this fraternity issue...tnavbe we can transcend the whole fraternity
problem.
We must create social, residential, and dining that provide, not alternatives to frats. but
a well-organized, well-funded central social system within the main body of the college,..The frats
will die...once the demand for them is gone." Some things never change, huh.
5 years Ago This Week: fOctober. 5 1988} Trinity's Intellectual Attitude Questioned.
A letter questioning the College's attitude towards intellectual life was penned bv two
former students, both of whom transferred out of the College. In response, the Dean'of the
Faculty's office called for several committees to investigate this matter." Committees. Here ?

as their favorite endangered species,"
she added.
The third campaign for the semester involves recycling. ConnPIRG will
be investigating the paper usage here
and estimate how much is recycled. They
will also try to get a bill together that
would resemble the National Bottle Bill,
but would involve the buying of recycled
goods.
Running concurrently with these
campaigns is the Hunger and Homelessness Awareness campaign. Led by
Alyson Kleine '97, who is the Vice Chair
of the ConnPIRG state board, and also

be more students involved. You get to
meet a lot of people and make a lot of
friends." There is an EasternPIRG Organizing Conference at Amherst, MA, October 23rd-25th, that will bring students
together to discuss-social issues and possible solutions. Anyone interested in this
is welcome to attend.
ConnPIRG is more than a lobbying organization. It goes beyond political organizing into the realm of social
activism. Much of the work that
ConnPIRG does is aimed at making a
difference in neighborhoods and with
individuals.

9 pmKoeppel Bistro
midnight Performance
Come listen to a musical
performance by Dave
Drouillard, singer and
songwriter. The Who
Whos, a folk acoustic trio,
will be opening the show.
Candlelight Folk Festival
Mather Hall, Cave Patio
Sponsored by the Resident
Assistant Program
Student performers will
sing and play music by
candlelight
8am8pm

Cave Snack Bar open
Mather Hall

SATURDAY^ OCTOBER 2

1:30-

Guided Tour of the
Trinity
2:30pm Chapel By Peter Grant 72,
Author of The Chapel of
Trinity College
4-6pm

Gallows Hill Bookstore
Reception
Hallden
Stop by for a glass of cider
and browse through the
impressive array of
literature in this wonderful
new alternative to the
traditional campus bookstore.

9-1 lam

9am-5pm Parents' Weekend
Registration
Mather Hall, Washington
Room
Parents may pick up preordered meal tickets, the
updated schedule of
events, a campus map and
a list of Friday classes they
are invited to attend.
8:30am- Classes Open to Parents
3:50pm List available at
Registration
11:30am- Lunch
1:15pm Mather Dining Hall, the
Cave, or the Koeppel
Bistro
1:30The Trinity Experience
2:30pm Moderated by Dr. David
Winer Dean of Students
Rittenberg Lounge,
Mather Hall
Students with a variety of
majors, extracurricular
activities and interests -witt
discuss their college
experiences.
2:45Homework Already?
3:45pm The Freshman Seminar
Program
Moderated by Prof. Jack
Chatfield and Prof. Renny
Fulco
Mather Hall, Rittenberg
Lounge
Faculty and students will
discuss how the freshman
seminars work and why
they afford freshmen a
particularly meaningful
initiation into intellectual
life at Trinity.
4-5pm

Beyond the Elms: Trinity
in the City
Mather Hall, Rittenberg
Lounge
Please join with several
members of the facul-ty
and students for a discussion regarding Trinity in
the City. You will learn
how classes, internships
and community outreach
programs have changed to
incorporate the benefits of
city life.
Dining'^Options;

For dinner, parents and their
sons and daughters may select
a restaurant from among the
Hartford area's broad
assortment
A collection of menus is on
display at Registration in the
Washington Room.
Reservations are
recommended*

Parents'Weekend
Registration
Mather Hall, Washington
Room
Parents may pick up preordered meal tickets, an
updated schedule of events
and a campus map.
9-10am It's More Than Books...
The College Library and
the Electronic Revolution
Library
Come and learn about the
many new facets of the
college library in the '90s
and beyond.

1:30pm Football Game: Trinity vs.
Williams

10-1 lam Coffee with the Faculty
Washington Room,
Mather Hall
Come meet with professors
from all of the disciplines
including Arts, Humanities,
Science, Mathematics and
Social Sciences.

4:15pm

Music by Student Groups
Featuring the Trinity
College Jazz Ensemble,
Gospel Choir, After Dark,
the Accidentals, the
Trinitones and the Pipes.
Class Tents on the Quad

4:15pm Umoja House Open House
Everyone Welcome
110 Vernon Street
Dihitig Options?

11am8pm

Cave Snack Bar open
Mather Hall

Parents and their sons and
daughters may select a
restaurant from among the
Hartford area's broad assort'

1 lam

Women's Tennis vs.
Williams

on display until 11am today at
registration in

Men's Soccer vs. Williams
Women's Soccer vs.
Williams
Women's Field Hockey vs.
Williams

The Washington Room.
Reservations are
recommended.
5:30pm

11Musical Selections by the
11:30am Trinity College Concert
Choir
Directed by Professor
Gerald Moshell, Music
Department
Washington Room,
Mather Hall

Roman Catholic
Saturday Vigil Mass
Trinity Chapel

11am

Chapel Service
According to the usage of
the Episcopal Church
Trinity Chapel

11 am

Hillel Society Brunch
30 Crescent Street
Please join members of the
Hillel Society for brunch.
Guest speaker, Professor
Sam Kassow will discuss
"25 years with Russian
Jewry-a personal memoir."

11am- Cave Snack Bar open
12:30pm Mather Hall

EXHIBITIONS
"That Speech Won't Scour"
An original, mixed-media installation
by four American theatrical
designers:
Chris Akerlind, David Budries, John
Conklin and Leslie Weinberg.
The Widener Galkry, Austin Arts
Center
1-5 pm daily
"Izaak Walton (1593-1683) and his
'Angler' (1653)"
An exhibition of Walton's "The
Compleat Angler,"
a 17th-century chronicle of an
urhurried fishing trip in England.
The Watkinson Library, Trinity
College Library
Friday & Saturday, 9:30 am-4:30 pm

"On The Line"
An exhibition of paintings, pen and
ink, ceramics, textiles, and metalworking by four art teachers and one
media specialist from Hartford
public schools.
Gallows Hill Bookstore
Friday 11 am-7:30 pm;
Saturday 12 noon-6 pm

11:30am- Ask the President
Noon
President Tom Gerety
Washington Room,
Mather Hall
NoonPresident's Luncheon
1:30pm Buffet
Field House, Ferris
Athletic Center
Many faculty who are
advisers to freshmen will
be hosting tables for these
students and their parents.
Tickets ordered in advance
should be picked up at
Registration in the Washington Room by 11am
Saturday. A limited
number will be available
for sale at the luncheon.

10:30am-Brunch
1:30pm Mather Hall

"State of Love and Trust"
An exhibition of paintings by
Edgardo Lugo'94
Mather Art Space

Gallows Hill Bookstore
8pm

Austin Arts Center
Performance
Performance artist
Meredith Monk's "Facing
North," featuring Meredith
Monk and Robert Een.

Hallden Hall
Friday llam-8pm
Saturday 10am-6pm

College Bookstore
Mather Hall
(for textbooks, student supplies,
T-shirts etc.)
Friday 9am-5pm
Saturday 10am-4pm
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Massacre In Lewiston: Bants Smoke Bates 71-0
BY KEVIN KAVANAGH
Sports Information Director
Trinity College opened up
the 1993 season with a 71-0 victory over the Bates Bobcats in
Lewiston, Maine. It was
Trinity's second season in a row
where Bates was unable to penetrate the Bantam defense. In
last years opener, Trinity won
by a score of 42-0.
This season saw a new
quarterback take the helm. Junior Steve Mikulski (Rockville,
CT), who only played the first
half, completed 5 of 8 passes for
66 yards and two touchdowns
and Scott Maurer '96 (East
Longmeadow, MA) had both a
32-yard touchdown carry and a
1-yard touchdown reception, as
the Bantams rushed out to a 300 lead at the_end of the first
quarter.
Trinity used 10 different
ball carriers as they racked up
366 yards on the ground. Freshman Brian Byrne (Winchester,
MA) had 77 yards on 11 carries
and one touchdown; while another freshman, Raymond Jones,
carried for 75 yards oil 12 carries

and returned four punts for 29
yards.
The Bantams were able to
take advantage of turnovers
early in the game by the young
Bates team. After Maurer's
touchdown run, Trinity recovered a fumble deep in the Bates
end. It took just three plays for
Shaun Kirby '95 (Pittsfield, MA)
to take a Mikulski pass into the
end-zone from 17 yards out.
On their next possession,
Bates was forced to punt, and

Ryan Hankard '96 (Simsbury,
CT)blockedit. Sophomore Mark
Pezzuto (Melrose, MA) recovered the failed punt in the endzone giving the Bantams a 20-0
lead. A Robert Rondini '95
(Shelton, CT) field-goal and an
11-yard touchdown run by Junior Dave Allard (Burlington, VT)
rounded out the first quarter
scoring.
In the second quarter,
things slowed down a bit but
the Bantams continued to score.

ELLEN SCORDINO
Spot Is Writci

immediately. During the rest of
the g-ime. Ihe 1 ^d\ Fianls oi:'

had very HttleacLionduelo the
sirimi*, -,._<. miiv,>W

hockey team'trave
sachusetts and Maine this past
week to ret urn with a record of
4-0. The undefeatable team is
on a paved path to success as
they continue to improve their
record.
Last Thursday, the team
traveled to Amherst, MA to defeat contenders from Mt.
Holyoke. The gamp started off
slowly as the Bants seemed to
be less aggressive than usual.
Mt Holyoke continued to beat
Trinity to the ball but Trinity's
skill kept them on top.
T^efii -t'Jti llt'f'liL'^nmr
I ndsi'\ Dauson
\ \ j-.-f
hi'-lhu ,-ninuLcs
i)l the- »anio 1 Ja< I^DII '•hoi nl
1
Lei a pcruill cm nit and Ihi
ball e-^jipe-d
<illov\ Irmitytruhalkup ipoint

had twenty seven shots on goal
and lea corners.
When the second half began, Trinity was right on the
ball and as they had three more
goals this period. Co-captain
Braxton Jones '94 scored off an
assist by Mali Barkman '96 at
ihe beginning of the half which
was followed by a goal from
rookie Jory Waldman '97, The
final goal of the game was the
result of Davison who put the
ball into the net for a second
time. Assisting Davison on this
*iu1 was
The --con: lemmncd 1 0
IOJ 'he final ten minutes ol ihi
yaini"1 is the Bants bnttled
through ihemiiiheld <imf otionsnerune \lislu WJJ man 15,
who hdd two sa\ei rt

For the full seventy minutes, Kate Carty '95, a left half
back, played with great intensity and power which was a
large contribution to Trinity's
success in lhis game,
Jones is also noted for
playing a full powered game,
as she never let down on the
ball and pushed the Bants
along when they were getting
slow.
The left side of the field
was an excellent combination
including Carty, Jones, and
BothT*ti'v\i<-k'Q5 IVimiikrc*•illylunl lii?i head in ihe^nine
dm ing the frccond hall a<s she
vwi-- ti t ov pldj oi in tlic vu lorv
nlmig with Davi c on who also
plated .i siipmb g«imc

The Bantams' intense practices prove to be a key to their continued success.

Kelly Lollb

Starting on the Bates 42-yard
line, a combination of Joe
Holstead '94 (Springfield, MA)
and Mike Ranieri '96 (Braintree,
MA) runs gave the Bantams'a
first-and-goal situation on the
1-yard line where Mikulski
found Maurer open for another
score.
The turnovers continued
to hurt Bates as Senior strong
safety Jeff Owens (Derby, CT)
took a 28-yard interception re-

turn in for a touchdown and a
43-0 halftime lead.
With the game in control,
the Bantams used the second
half to get a look at some of their
younger players and the coaches
were not disappointed. Byrne
opened the scoring on a 14-yard
carry followed by Kevin
Pighetti's '96 (Westfield, MA)
touchdown carry. Freshman
Nippy Ames (Atlanta, GA)
turned a broken play into a 10yard touchdown run, and Robert Ayer '97 (Shelton, CT) finished off the scoring with a 14yard touchdown off of an interception.
Trinity's defense was
spectacular on the day, holding
the Bobcats to just 2 first downs
and -32 yards rushing. Junior
Paul Rector (Portsmouth, RI)
and Senior Dave Cosgrove
(Rumson, NJ) led the way with
14 tackles and 3 sacks respectively.
The Bantams will face
Williams College in Hartford
this Saturday, October 2nd.
Game time is 1:30 p.m. at Dan
Jesse Field.

Field Hockey RemainsUndefeafed Sailing Braving the Seas
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BY TODD TESORO AND
BETH FENW1CK
bporis Writers
Early this fall the Trinity
sailing team hit the water. With
two new coaches, nine new sailors, and a stack of power house
veterans; Trinity sailing is taking off with what appears to be
a very promising fleet.
The strength all comes
from the leadership of the officers and the steadfast commitment and passion the fleet has
for the sport. Every Tuesday,
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday, the team travels south to
the Connecticut River historic
Essex. The nearby Pettipaug
Yacht Club provides dry dockage for the fleet, and it is along
this club's seagrass lined shores
that the team has been preparing itself for the upcoming regattas.
The team's existence is
due to the efforts of Chris Elia
'96, Graham Schelter '94, and
Dan MacKiegan '95. A completely student run organization, the sailing team receives
no support from the college. Its
commodore and underwriter,
Douglas Loutit '95, rents the fleet
of 420's from the Lawrenceville
School. The officers have all
contributed vast amounts of
time and are the catalyst which
hjas skippered the team on the

rightcourse. Schelter,who raced
and taught on Cape Cod, will
co-captain with MacKiegan, an
,,e*peiienoed/-35 sailor. Captain
of (he women's team, Elia, organized the coaching and logistics
of the team.
Cindy Gibbs, ex-national
champion, and Bob Volland, exAmerica's Cup racer, are volunteering their skills. While some
sight the coaches experience as
a great asset for the team, the
coaches themselves claim that,
"the student sailors have a passion for sailing which is evident, pure, and the real strength
of the team."
For the past two weekends there have been regattas
both on Saturdays and Sundays.
During the weekend of September 18th-19th, Trinity participated in two regattas. On Saturday, the first two boats went to
the Brown University Regatta
and placed forth overall out of
11 teams. Conecticut College,
Tufts University, and Brown
placed ahead of Trinity respectively. Co-captain and skipper
of the #1 boat Schelter commented, "Really good schools
finished behind us, like University of Rhode Island, Yale, Salve
Regina, and Coast Guard Academy." On Sunday, boats #3 and
#4 competed in the Trinity- Wesleyan Regatta in which Trinity
please turn to page 4
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Fantastic Football Finishes
Men's Soccer Goes OT
Rugby Ready For Action
Cross Country Impressive
Box Scores
Trinity & Williams
Football Stats
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When Trinity Has The
Ball...
BANTAM OFFENSE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
TE
SE
QB
FB
HB
HB
PK

70 Tiger Reardon
56 John Dugan
53 Mike Cataldo
73 Josh Newsome
72 Matt Walsh
89 Greg Broderick
22TomMcDavitt
9 Steve Milulski
85 Joe Holstead
24 Shaun Kirby
32 Scott Maurer
84 R.J. Rondini

EPH OFFENSE
71 Bart Ronan
62 Mike Hlatki
58 Rives Nolen
73MikeKivi
68 Khari Baten
87 Nick Gemelli
01 Andre Burrell
12 David Sullivan
25MarkKossick
33 Jamal Pollock
15 Todd Ducharme
16 Pat Barnard

LT
LG
C
RG
RT
TE
SE
QB
FB
TB
FL
PK

WILLIAMS COLLEGE
FOOTBALL STATISTICS 92-93
RESULTS
Williams
Williams
Williams
Williams
Williams
Williams
Williams
Williams

BANTAMS DEFENSE

EPH DEFENSE
99 Josh Frechette
90 Nate Sleeper
91 Bobby Walker
88 Tom Day
40 Gordon Bussard
85 Greg Catanzano
49 Chris Kitchell
28 Vince Douglas
14 Hui Neng Amos
34 Mike Levine
81 Chris Mcllrairh
82 Matt DeCamp

When Williams Has
The Ball...

DE
DT
DT
DE
LB
LB
LB
CB
SS
FS
CB
P
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62 Sean Hankard
DE
58 Rick Fonte
DT
50 Jon Golas
DT
45 Dave Cosgrove DE
40 Marty Tighe
LB
63 Ryan Hankard LB
20 Peter Tighe
LB
19 Brian Callahan CB
35 Jeff Owens
SS
27 Greg Schramm FS
10 Eric Mudry
CB
89 Greg Broderick P

10
40
39
0
10
33
28
41

Colby
Trinity
Bates
Middlebury
Tufts
Hamilton
Wesleyan
Amherst

6
33
0
3
10
34
23
6

Season Stats

Williams

Opponent

First Dwn-R/P/Pn
Rush Aft/Yds
Pass Yds.
Pass Att/Comp/Int
Total Plays/Yds
Av Tot Yds/Play
Punts/Yds/Avg
Fumbles/Lost
Penalties/Yds '

136- 85/45/ 6
386/ 1851
1241
165/ 83/ 16
551/ 3092
5.6
38/ 1376/ 36.2
20/8
49/ 403

103-54/41/10
297/ 988
1253
164/ 69/ 15
461/ 2241
4.9
57/ 2029/ 35.6
18/9
36/ 312

Scoring

TD

Tim Gardner
Patrick Barnard
Andre Burrell
Brian Gugliotta
Dave Lee
Todd Ducharme
Nick Gemelli
Jamall Pollock
Jon Birknes
Gordon Bussard
Harvey Bradley
John Streng
Kevin Gilmarrin
Sean Rorke

FG

PAT

PAT2

Total
36
29
18
18
18
18
16
12
10
6
6
6
6
6

17
3
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2

Total
Williams
Opponent
Quarterback Steve Mikulsfci '95

54
52

61
7

36
32

202
115

51
24

Cornerback Eric Mudry '94

High Spirits Liquors
Wines and Liquors • 237 White Street • 956-2221

Call Ahead for Free Delivery
of Kegs and Liquor
KEGS
Mil's Best
Busch
Budwelser
Miller Lite
Lowenbrati
Rolling Rock

1/4
$23.00
$25.00
$32.00
$31.00
$31.00

1/2::
$35.99
$45.00
$55.00
$55.00
$53.00
$55.00

$10 Deposit on allikegs.

t

Directions

.v
*

Summit St. <j. Falrfield Ave.

HillsdaleAve.

I
'

" "High ~ 1
•

Spirits

,

L — — ». - . —

Specials
Senator's Club
or Dubra Vodka
1,75 Litter $10,99

Milwaukee's Best
Bar Bottles
$ 7 . 9 9 + tax&deposit

Piel's Bar Bottles
$ 7 . 9 9 + tax&deposit
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More Fantastic Finishes: Bants and Ephs Down to the Wire
continuedfrom page 8

down run. Williams came right back to
score, but missed the extra point to lead
20-17 with 2:47 left.
The Bantams started the "fantastic
finish" with an 80 yard drive capped by
a circus touchdown catch by Mike
Wallace V93, which was highlighted in
Sports Illustrated the next week.
The great catch by Wallace and
Ted O'Connor's extra point made it 2420 in favor of Trinity. A penalty, called on
the Bantams for the celebration that occurred after the touchdown, allowed Williams to return the ball
to the Trinity 46 yard line.
In one play, Ephmen
quarterback Dan Dwyer
found Andre Burrell for a 46
yardbomb for a touchdown
to return the score in favor
of Williams 27-24.
With only 28 seconds left in the game and
the ball on the Trinity side
of the field, James Lane
administered the greatest
"28 second drive" ever.
Lane completed 2 quick
passes to Giardi for a total of 33 yards
which brought the ball to the Williams 20
yard line. Lane then found Julian Craig
"94 for a 15 yard completion. As Craig
was about to be tackled, Lane incredibly
found a referee to call a timeout.
Even though the clockshowed 0:00,
the referee restored one second, thus one
last play for the Bantams. Lane and Coach
Don Miller had no thoughts of a game
tying field goal and came up with a play
they usually use for two point conversions.
With the one second, Lane rolled
out to his right and found Mullaney in
theback of the end zone to win the game,
30-27, and snap the 23 game winning
streak of the Ephmen.

1992- at Williams
WILLIAMS 40 TRINITY 33
With 19 seconds remaining in the
game, Williams quarterback John
Birknes, adhering to the unwritten rule
of last minute victories, found wide receiver John Streng for an eight yard touchdown pass and winning score. It was the
fifth straight Trinity-Williams game in
which the outcome was decided in the
last couple of minutes.
Trinity made a tremendous comeback in this game, after being down 27-7
at halftime.
Sophomore Tom McDavitt's 28
yard touchdown reception from quarterback Paul Broderick
'93 accounted for the
Bantams' only first half
highlight.
The Bantams did
come out strong in the
third quarter scoring
three times. Julian Craig's
53 yard touchdown scamper
opened the scoring, and a 34
yard touchdown catch by halfback Shaun Kirby '95 tied the
score at 27.
Trinity had a chance to
take the lead but Broderick's pass into
the end zone was intercepted.
Four plays later, freshman Jamal
Pollock broke open down the sideline for
a 60 yard touchdown run.
With 12 minutes left in the fourth
quarter, Trinity tied the score 33-33 on a
eight play 66 yard drive, capped off by
Mike Wallace's two yard touchdown run.
The extra point was no good, thus the
score remained 33-33.
**
•'.''•:
For the next eight minutes, both
team's defenses dominated, until Williams took over with four minutes left in
the game on their own 17 yard line. Ten
play s later, Buknes f oundSlreng and Lhe;
f w Photo
final score was 40-33,
Mike Wallace '93 makes a miraculous catch over an outstretched defender*

With this, you With these, you
can saveforyears, can save right now
Apple Macintosh __....
Color Classic* 4/80, Built-in 10"
Color Monitor andApple Keyboard11.

That penny jar on your dresser

Now, you caa get substantial savings on these Macintosh* personal computers. You can also get special student financing with the
Apple8 Computer Loan*-tomake owning a Macs even easier. Tb see

,

Apple Macintosh
;_: LCIU4IW, Apple Basic
Color Monitor & Apple Keyboard II,

Apple PoiverBook1" 145B4I80,
Built In Keyboard &10" Backlil
SitperTwisi Monochrome Display

Apple Macintosh
Centiis7" 610 4/80, Apple Basic Color
Monitor & Apple Extended KeyboardII.

just how affordable a Macintosh can be, visit your Apple Campus
Reseller today. And discover the power more college students JL
choose, The power of Macintosh. The power to be your best?

For •further information visit the Computer Store
in the MCEC, Room 115 or call 297-2007
•reserved Apple, ibeA[$te logo, Mac, Mmntnsband"Tbepouw'to
'Available to qualifying students, i

beyourbest"areregistered trsdetiMristfAfipti! Computer,

fa
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put Wesleyan's team under serious'
pressure. The Trinity Bants were nble
orchestrate an eight point surge. How•The lady Bants played very well ever, riding the leadership pf the two
in one of the greatest match ups of the four year seniors, Trinity'^ opponent)
season, but fell short in four games. were able to produce two points for the
• .
With a compacity crowd watching on, win.
Although the loss was discourthe lady Bants stretched the game to a
aging, the talent and the heart the team
two hour duel.
The first game was keyed by displayed wasencouraging.Triecoach*
Wesleyan's pinpoint
serving. ing was excellent. Changing the formaWesleyan's powerhouse offense hit the tions to compensate for sicfc and hurt
corners in a winning effort. The Lady players enabled the learn to threaten
Bants, working abalancedattack, fought their opponents. Harden Bartonhad to
come in for the injured middle hitter,
Wesleyan to a 15-13 losing effort.
In a nail biting second game the Alissa Pavone '97, and the front row
the Lady Bants pushed Wesleyan io an had to shifted due to sickness. This
overtime match. Fighting the Wesleyan change was difficult to get used to, but
offense, the Lady Bants played even to it ended up to be a success for the learn
played one of (heir best performances
the end.
In the best game of the exciting • of the year.
Key in the performance xvas Capmatch, the volleyball team won 21-19.
The seven Wesleyan freshman felttheir tain Ya Jen Chang's '94 pow'er hitting.
age, as they were unable stay together Remmington said, "Although the game
was discouraging because we lost and
for a second game win.
These talented Wesleyan fresh- played well, I'm looking forward for
man bouncedback to win the third game. the rest of the season." Remmington
Kidingoniheirquality serving, the Wes- expressed herenihusiasmfortheirrtexi
leyan freshman edged out the Lady Ban- match up against Wesleyan. With the
experienced Bantamsagainst iheyoung
iams to a 15-12 decision. . .
Captain Leslie Remmington *94 .Wesleyan team, she feels that their next
characterized the fourth game as their encounter should be a win.
best. Although the team did not win the
• The match up was interesting,
game, they made a rally thai "really had for it was a look into the future. Both
Wesleyan shaken up." '
teams have a greal deal.of freshman.
Runn ing up an eleven point lead, After this great match the next four
the Wesleyan team continued to hit the years against Wesieyanlook to be a real
corners. The score was 13-2. The game battle.
was seemingly out of reach, but the
The teams next battle is on TuesTrinity team really pulled: together to day at Smith College.
: •
BY PETER RHODES
Sports Writer

Hockey Continues Winning On The Road
continued from page 1

The field hockey team then
trekked tp Be^es on Saturday vrtveKC
they put the Bobcats in Iheirplace with
a 4-1 victory. The game started off a
little uneventful and there was no scoring for the first twenty minutes. The
Bants were hesitant and slow on the
ball in the beginning even though Bates
was lookingmore determined than ever
before.
During this game the Bantam defense saw a lot more action than in the
previous games this season. Gray,
Jenny DakLrt '97, and Heather Morgan
'96 had an excellent game on defense.
They adjusted and dealt with the threats
posed by Bates offense, keeping them
scoreless until the very end of the game.
In the first half, Trinity placed
three goals in the net. Two of these
goals were from Davison and she contributed one more in the second half.
Davison, being the top-scorer and
an All-American player is under a lot of
pressure; but as CoachRobin Sheppard
said, "she deals with it extremely well
as she is a consistent top player."
Davison's first goal was assisted
by Gray and her second goal was off a
penalty corner. Monica Iacono '95 hit

the ball to Davison, at the top of the
circle, who swept ,i>t by a defender and
of the gamp cameiess man mlnuleTaTer"
as Davison carried the ball, teased a
Bobcat defender, and passed it to Fenwick who turned that ball into an exciting goal for the Bants.
Even though the first half ended
with a 3-0 score and the Bantams on top,
Bates team came back stronger in the
second. There was no scoring in this
half until the last few minutes of the
game. Davison shother third goal which
was assisted by Morgan.
Then the Bobcats were more aggressive than ever, as they stole the ball,
and took some fearsome shots on
Trinity's goaltender Alisha Wayman.
With twenty-four seconds left to the
game, Bates scored and kept the pressure on as they continued to take shots
on Wayman even in the last seconds of
the game. The game ended 4-1 and
Wayman had seen more action than
ever before with seven saves.
The team is ready for their next
two games this week. On Wednesday,
the Bants will face Amherst at 4:00 at
Trinity and Williams at 11:00 on Saturday.

english majors:
and anyone even thinking about it
are invited to an informal gathering of
students and faculty
engaged m literate refreshment
— at 115 Vernon
— thursday, September 30 at 4 pm to 5:30 pm

major party.
d r o p i nf o r a s p e l l . . . .

In OX But LosestoMTT
extra time.
In overtime, Trinity was able to
find the dominating performance that it
The men's soccer team (2-1) suf- was missing for the first ninety minutes,
fered through a turbulent week. After a quickly putting the game out of reach.
thriling come-from-behind victory over Goals by sophomores Kevin Kane and
Coast Guard to open the season, the team Greg Cartin, as well as a penalty kick
needed similar last-minute heroics to conversion by Pat Bruno '95, put the final
defeat Nichols College, usually regarded score at 4-1.
as one of the lesser teams on Trinity's
"It was a very frustrating game
schedule, by a 4-1 score in overtime.
because we started out flat," said senior
The Bantams then traveled to MIT captain Chris Piliero, "but it was positive
this past Saturday where, despite ap- in the sense that we came back from a 1pearing to outplay their opponents for 0 deficit, although it should never have
most of the game, they fell victim to two been a game in the first place against a
questionable first-half goals and could team like Nichols."
not find th<i sort of comeback that had
Unfortunately, Saturday's game
saved them in their first two games, los- against MIT continued the pattern of
ing by a 2-1 score.
falling behind early that has plagued the
BY M1CHEAL ANEIRO
Sports Writer

_

"It was a very frustrating game because we started out
flat... but it was positive in the sense that we came back
from a 1-0 deficit, although it should never have been a
game in the first place against a team like Nichols."
Chris Piliero '94
Following in the wake of a highly
emotional, close-fought game against
Coast Guard, the team may not have
approached the contest at Nichols with
the same sort of intensity, especially considering how Trinity has dominated these
matches in recent years. Last year, during a sub-par season for the Bantams,
they still managed to cruise to an almost
effortless 9-2 victory over Nichols. Perhaps with this in mind, Nichols delivered an early wake up call in
Wednesday's game, scoring in the first
five minutes.
that might have enabled them lo come

up with a tying goal in the first half. In
the second half, as the prospect of a loss
became very real, they increased their
offensive pressure in the hopes of putting an end to this nightmare before it
could get any worse.
But the Nichols defense was
unyieling, and with each tick of the clock,
the Bantams desperation and disbelief
continued to grow.
Finally, after seventy-five minutes
of frantically trying to play catch-up and
only ten minutes from t of the game.
Sophomore Sean McElligott's first goal
of the season tied the game at 1-1 and
allowed the team to breathe a brief sigh
of relief. But the final minutes did not
produce a goal, and the game went into

Bantams in all three games this season.
MIT opened the scoring fifteen minutes
in to the first half. Fourteen minutes
later, the Engineers got lucky when a
header coming off a corner kick was
mislpayed by Trinity goalkeeper P.J.
Louis, whose attempt to redirect the shot
over the crossbar fell just short and the
ball rolled into the net instead.
In the second half the Bantams
hoped that they could call upon another
comeback to bail them out once again.
They controlled play for the majority of
the time and applied continuous offena goal

rtestopi
But that would be all Trinity would receive on this day, as this comeback fell
one goal short and left the Bantams with
their first loss of the season, 2-1.
"We just got down early, and coach
[Mighten} warned us not to let them
score in the first twenty minutes otherwise we'd be in trouble, and he was
right," Piliero said. "It was another game
where we came out flat and didn't jump
all over tham at first and that's why we
lost. Now we just have to shake off that
loss and get our heads together by
Wednesday to play against Conn [Connecticut College]."
The Bants face Conn College at
home this Wednesday at 3:00 and on
Saturday at 11:00 they face the Ephman
of Williams.

Sailing Knocks Competition Overboard
continued from page 1

was victorious.
Last weekend, the Bantam sailors
went to New Haven for me Yale Regatta
where the #1 and #2 boats placed seventh out of ten teams. The #3 and #4
b oats traveled to Mi tchell College where
they tied for first, Co-captainMacKiegan
explained, "Trinity lost the sail off for
the trophy, but this is under protest because we believe Mitchell brought in
some ringers, just for the sail off, It [the
incident] is now, being reviewed." On
Sunday, twoboats went to the Connecticut College Regatta.
The firstboathad Schelter as skipper and Ashley Bohnen '97 as crew.
The second one was skippered by
Jim O'Hare '97-andhad Tish Wick '96 as
crew. They placed fourth overall out of

10 teams.
With skilled leaders, the Trinity
sailing team looks good this year, and
with all its activity and skill, it will stay
strong and talented for years to come.
"We have been doing really well. We
are a young team, but we killed Wesleyan two weekends ago and beat them
again last weekend. We are beating
teams that have been around for a
while. Our reputation is getting stronger and stronger," said MacKiegan.
Next weekend they will compete at
the Boston University Regatta on Saturday and on Sunday at the University of New Hampshire Regatta. Hopefully, they can continue the winning
trad ition of this new and growing sport
at Trinity.

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
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Tennis Tested Throughout Week, But Ends Victoriously
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer

The Women's Varsity
Tennis Team really pulled it
together last Saturday. After
their tough match with Amherst,
rainy weather all week, and the
postponement of their midweekmatch, theyburstonto the
court and trounced Wellesley 90 which was a real confidence
builder.
It was a gorgeous day for
tennis and the Lady Bants looked
as if they had been let out of a
cage. They were definately
ready to start their matches.
The Wellesley team was
not aware of what they were in
for. They were sent packing
back to Boston without even
winning one set.
It had been a long week
for the Bantams with indoor
practice everyday, even on
Wednesday when they had a
match scheduled against Connecticut College that was canceled because of the rain.
This match is being rescheduled for some time during
reading week.
Co-Captain
Kristen

Scholhamer '94 commented, "It
was a very frustrating week, but
everything really came together,
and we all played well which
was good because in the past
Wellesley has been a strong
team."
They lost some of their
top players, so they couldn't
even make a dent in the line-up
of Trinity's powerful newcomers and well-seasoned veterans.
The doubles matches
were the main attraction again
this week. The teams of Shin'94
and Chick '96, Scholhamer '94
and Okraska '96, and Birgbauer
'97 and Reifenheiser '97 proved
to be impressive. This is due to
a lot of doubles practice matches
with in the team during the
week.
Coach Bartlett was
pleased with the win in general,
and especially delighted with
the doubles win because these
victories usually make the difference between or losing for
the Lady Bants.
The season has gotten off
to a fine start,butnow they have
to keep the intensity. They have
a very hard early season schedule playingteams like Amherst,

Williams, and UConn, but
this has its good points.
Getting a little scare
in the first few weeks is
good especially for the
new players because it
shows them the harshest
competition first. This
also is getting them match
tough. When the players
are pushed to the limit
early, it adds fuel to their
fire to crush the less experienced teams later in the
season.
Next week will be a
challenging one.for the
team. They have a tough
non-league match away
against UConn on Tuesday, September 28th, and
another match at home
against Williams on the
Saturday of Parent's
weekend at 11:00.
The Williams match
should be very interesting to watchbecause even
though the Bants lost last
year, the whole team
played well.
No doubt they will
be out to top this perfor- Neither rain, nor sleet will prevent the tennis team
mance.
from preparing for their match.

Nljay Salnl

Women's Soccer Suffers Two Hard Fought Losses
LISSA SMITH
Sports Writer

It was a week of broken
hopes and dampened spirits for
the Trinity women's soccer team.
It was a week of hours on the
Greyhound, rainy practices on
followed by late afternoon practices. It was a week of hard
work that resulted in two away
loses for the Bantams, Wednesday at Connecticut College and
Saturday at Bates.
Qn the road to New London, last Tuesday, the team was
full of positive energy and hopeful prospects of beating Trinity's
all time rival, Connecticut College. The sun was shining for
the first time in weeks. The field
was newly lined. The spectators
had no rocks in their hands,
something Connecticut College
fans have been known to possess. Blue and yellow uniformed
players clappinghands, screaming voices and competitive spirits were abundant. The Bantams
were primed to play. Unfortunately, so were the opponents.
It was back and forth for
the first forty-five minutes of
play. Connecticut had seven
shots on goal, Trinity had five.
Connecticut had five goalie
saves, Trinity had four. Connecticut was eager and threatening; Trinity was contained and

What do you
think of the special
Sports Section?
Why not write to
the Editor with your
comments?
Don't forget to
support Trinity Athletics in its all school
match-upagainst Williams on Saturday,
Games begin at 11:00.

enthusiastic. But when the teams
came together at half-time, the
score was tied 0-0.
The Bantams hit the field
second half all the more fired up
from the coaches' mid-game
speeches. Likewise, so did Conn-College. Connecticut was the
first to put it together and score
as they sent a player one on one
with the Bants' keeper. Trinity
0, Connecticut 1.
The talk on the field increased as did the tension until
Trinity's Margot Moses '95
placed a beautiful shot in
Connecticut's goal. TrinitylConnecticut 1. As the clock
ticked, both teams feared another thirty minutes of tough
battles in overtime. Unfortunately in the last two minutes
Connecticut had a fabulous shot
in front of the goal to win the

half-time 0-0.
nately, the lady Bants returned
game.
The second half Bates to campus with a 2-0 loss to
Though goalie Sue Lally
'96 had a total of nine saves, turned it up with a total of 38 Bates.
The team faces Nichols on
front line Jen Summergrade '97 shots on net, two of which were
and Alison Guild '97 had many goals, compared to Trinity's 12 Tuesday at 3:30 and Williams
great offensive runs, midfielders shots, all of which were saved on Saturday at 11:00, one away
Jen Rogers '96 and Vanessa by the Bates keeper. Bates' de- game, and one home on Parents
rabarelli '97 ran themselves fense was awesome and pres- Weekend. Both, promising and
crazy trying to mark the switch- sured Trinity to play defense possible wins. The women hold
the entire time. But, the their heads up and have faith
ing numbers.
Defensive players Sarah goaltender, Susan Lally, kept that things will soon come toMenoyo '95, Lea Wedge '95, good composure as the shots gether. The team has a lot of
talent, more than ever before.
Kristen Diesel '94 and Benaugh were fired at her,
Lea Wedge also played This week will show if Trinity
Richardson '95 played tough
defense, Trinity rode back to wellatstopper and sweeper and can turn things around. Come
tried to keep everyone on the to Saturday's game and show
Hartford with a loss.
The weekend trek to Bates defense together. Unfortu- your support.
was much the same. Trinity left
on Friday afternoon with
FRANCE
AUSTRALIA
RUSSIA
ENGLAND
thoughts of turning their record
around. Bates was a prime tarINTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
get for defeat, Saturday mornBOS TON
ing brought sunshine and enUNIVERSITY
thusiasm. Trinity again sat at

BROWN
&CCMV1PANY

Strictly World Class
Global Internships and
Language/Liberal Arts
Programs

I--(K)I) AND DRINK••f-MPORlUM

525-1600

942 Main St.
Hartford
(block east of Civic Center)

Food: 11:30am - Midnight Fri. & Sat.
11:30am - 11:00pm Mon. - Thur.
11:30am - 10:00pm Sunday
Drinks: 11:30am - 1:30am Fri. & Sat.
11:30am - 12:30am Sun. - Thur.

a representative will be on campus:
September 29th
Trinity College
Downs 103
from 9:30 to 11:00 am

53

PSg 100 Item Menu, Featuring Unique Pastas,
Salada, Seafood & Steaks.
$0!t Weekend Live Comedy Club.
$§t Strolling Magicinas Most Nights.
CSS?* Big Screen T.V.'s in Bar

For program details phase write or call:
Boston University International Programs
232 Bay Statt Road, Box Q, Boston, MA 0221S • 617/353-9888
An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution

Dine on one of nine levels in the exciting 130
year old Richardson Building. Relax and
enjoy The Most Fun Place In Hartford.

FRANCE

AUSTRALIA

RUSSIA

ENGLAND
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Asf ar-Keshmiri's Intensity Leads Defense
BYBETHFEISfWICK
Sports Editor

Armin Asf ar-Keshmiri, a four year
letter winner in men's varsity soccer,
definitely has a great love for soccer.
Around campus, he might seem to be a
quiet, softspoken person, but on the field
his true self is shown,
"That'spretty much the only thing
I get fired up about." And fired up is
definitely the most appropriate description. He was unable to play in the season
opener because he had too many yellow
cards carried over from last season.
Actually, thissetbackproved to be
an advantage. This biochemistry major
was scheduled to take the important
MCAT exam for medical school on the
day of the team's first game. "It worked
itself out," he explained. Fortunately,
the team started on a positive-note by
winning the game in overtime, even without one of their quad— captains. AsfarKeshmiri is making a conscious effort to
decrease the number of yellow cards that
he receives.
His intense competitive and aggressive drive as an outside fullback has
definitely been an asset to the Bantam's
soccer program. Assistant coach Kodie
Shults commented, "He has played solidly for the team for all four of his years."
His sophomore year, the team tied
Williams and beat Connecticut College,
their two biggestcompetitors. Theymade
it to the playoffs as well, something that
had not been achieved for many years.
Unfortunately, they lost in overtime to
Fitchburg State, a game which spectators will never forget.
However, this year is a different,
stronger year, Asfar-Keshmiri believes

that this is the best team he has playe'd on
at Trinity. The players have matured
tremendously and if they can pull it all
together, he feels they will make the playoffs. The four captains are very good
leaders, yet they do not dominate the
team; they are only part of the greater
whole of skilled players. In fact one of his
fellow teammates commented, "Armin
is a leader by example. He is not the most
outspoken guy, bu t on the field he means
business... When he is fired up, it goes all
the way through the whole team."
When asked about his personal
goals and after a moment of silence, this
senior athlete explained, "I'd rather win
a big game than attain a personal goal of
mine." His unselfishness is commendable; no wonder he has been with the
team for four years and is, in his final
year, a captain.
He has played soccer for about ten
years. In fact, the senior athlete profiled
last week, Braxton Jones '94, remembers
playing against him in litrle^eague soccer, because he was such an outstanding
player then as well. He attended the
Tower Hill school in Wilmington, DE,
before coming to Trinity as a recruit.
When asked to comment on his years at
Trinity and his soccer career, he answered, "I have made a lot of good
friends... Soccer has been fun, but I also
want to win."
His desire to win is seen in his
perseverance. He is first on the field at
practice and is always working on his
game.
His determination for success will,
no doubt, carry over into his chosen career, the medical field. He also plans to
continue his soccer in weekend or sumSenior Armin "Hammer" Asfar-Keshmiri
mer leagues.

Kelly Collls

Rugby Survives ButReady For A Good Season
players, the team played well. This year
there are approximately thirty women
braving the sport and about half are first
The Trinity Women's Rugby Team time players.
kicked off their 1993 fall season this past
The game initially was rough for
weekend at Southern Connecticut State the Trinity Ruggers. Southern ConnectiUniversity. Although the match, was a cut came out strong and in drag to score
scrimmage and the first game for many the first try of the match ten minutes into
BY HEATHER DUNBAR
Sport Writer

INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD
B V T L E R

U N 1 V E R S 1 T Y

the game. By the second period the Trinity women were out for blood. Kathy
Sanders '96 managed to befuddle Southem Connecticut and score for the Bantam Babes by plowing through a group
of Southern players. Freshman Arielle
Perry and her foot came through with
the kick which gave Trinity the lead.
Then there was a battle waged in
the scrum for a good portion of the game.
The scrum, led by captains Alex Miller
'95 and Lisa Whitney '94, worked hard
and squelched many Southern Connecticut chances for advancement.
Other aggressive scrummies were
Rebecca Schpak '96 who was actually
yelled at by an opp osing team's player to
"stop biting," and Janet Strauss'95. But
the entire scrum played art excellent

game.
The backs too showed that they
could match ability to a very fit and fast
South Connecticut squad. Led by Tory
Haskell '96 the back positions played a
tough match. Unfortunately, Trinity's
lead came to an end after Southern Connecticut scored their second try.
The preseason game gave Trinity
a chance to test new players and the
entire team. The results were pleasing.
Most players managed to escape the
match unscathed. There were a few injuries, such as black eyes, but no ambulances.
The next game will be at home
versus Weslyen October 2 at 10:00 AM.
All home games are played on the practice fields located next to Ferris.

Parents!

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES IN

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND
NEW ZEALAND

Find out whatfs really going on at Trinity.

Fully integrated study at British, Irish,
New Zealand and Australian universities

Rice: $15/semester, $30/year

Subscribe to The Tripod.

FALL OR SPRING SEMESTER* FULL YEAR
INSTEP • SUMMER PROGRAM • INTERNSHIPS
Study Abroad Information Session "'
Representative: cfrolyn Watson
_.,,..
r

Date:
i „„ n__.
Location:

Thurs. Sept. 30
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Trinity Football
RUSHING
Player
Att.
Maurer 6
Ranieri 9
3
Allard
Mikulski 1
Holstead 11
6
Kirby
12
Jones
11
Byrne
Pighetti 3
1
Ames

Yds.
42
48
32
4
39
49
75

76
-9
10

TD
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

PASSING
Player
Att-Comp.-frit Yds.
66
Mikulski 8 - 5 - 0
0
Pighetti 5 - 0 - 0

TD
2
0

RECEIVING

Player
Kirby
Broderick
Maurer

No.
2
2
1

PUNTING
No.
Player
Broderick 3

Yds.
41
24
1

TD
1
0
1

Game Summarv

Long
24
21
1

Yds.

TD

Long

116

38.7

42

Women's Tennis;
UConn
3:00
Women's Soccer:
NICHOLS
3:30
Women's Volleyball:
SMITH
7:00

m

Long
32
10
13
4
7
17
18
24
3
10

Tuesday 9/28:

BATES TRINITY

First Downs
2
25
Rushing
0
20
Passing
2
32
0
Penalty
Rushing Attempts 29
63
Yds Gain Rushing 31
394
Yds Lost Rushing 63
28
Net Yds Rushing 32
366
Net Yds Passing 47
66
Passes Att.
20
13
Passes Comp. 7
5
Had Int.
3
0
Total Off. Plays 49
76
Total Net Yards 15
437
Ave. Gain.
0.30
5.6
Fum: No. - Lost 4 - 2
2-0
Pen: No. - Yds
7-60 6-80
Punts - Yards
10-293 3-116
Ave. Per Punt 29.3
38.7
Punt Ret: No. -Ydsl-0
8-69
Kick Ret: No.-Yds 10 -115 1-20
Int. Ret: No.-Yds 0 - 0
3-69
Fum Ret: No. -Yds 0 - 0
0-0

11

BOX SCORES |

TRINITY 1.CONN COLLEGE 2
1
l
Trinity (1-2)
0
2
2
0
Conn
GbaTsfT^ 1 argot M"S i s ; CC-Woods, Byrd.
Saves: T-Sue Lally 7, CC-Grano 8

TRINITY 4, BATES 1
l
Trinity (3-0) 3
4
Bates (2-21 0
1
I .
Goals: T- Davison 3, Fenwick; B- Heidi
Bishop. Saves: T- Wayman, 7 BBennett, 15

TRTWTTY 0. BATRS 2
Trinity (1-3)
B ates (4-0)
Goals: B-Jenna Maconochie,Deidre O'Leary.
Saves: T-Sue Lally, 24; B- Amy Brunner, 12

Men's Soccer:

Women's Field Hockey:
TRINITY 4, MT. HOLYOKE 0
Trinity(2-0)
1
3
4
MK Hoiynke
!L
Q
Q _
Goals: T- Davison (2), Waldman, Jones.
Saves: T- Wayman, 2; M-Hawkes, 18^

Away

Men's Soccerr
CONN, COLLEGE 3:00
Field Hockey:
AMHERST
4:00

1
1
1
§
I

HOME

Saturday 10/2:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

i
I

I
1
i

HOME

11

Men's Soccer:
WILLIAMS
11:00
HOME
Women's Tennis:
WILLIAMS
11:00
HOME
Women's Soccer:
WILLIAMS
11:00
HOME
Field Hockey:
WILLIAMS
11:00
HOME
Varsity Football:
WILLIAMS
1:30
HOME
Cross Country:
Codfjsh Bowl/Franklin Park Away
Volleyball:
Rhode Island
9:00
Away
Golf: (10/3-10/4)
Toskilnvit.
Away
Varsity Crew:
Textile Regatta (MA)
Away

mmmm
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Women's Soccer:

Away

Wednesday 9/29:

FIELD GOALS

Att
Player
Made Long
1
Rondini 2
35
— — smmmmBHii!wmmmmmmmmmmm

Away

TRINITY 4, NICHOLS 1 (OT)
Trinity(2-0) 0
Nichols(l-4)1
Goals: T-McElligott, Cartin^Kane.Bruno;
N-Baltisla. Saves: T-Louis, 3;N-Thompson, 20
Thanks to Kevin. Kavanagh,SportsInformation Director and Al Carbone Jr. '95 for providing the Statistics

TRINITY l.MTT 2
Trinity
0
1
1
MIT
2
0
2
Goals: T-Piliero; M-Villaqririn (2). Saves:
T-Louis, 8; M-Gindal, 7
Golf:

WILLIAMS COLLEGE INVITATIONAL
1. Mike Esposito
81
82
163
2.Kevin Donovan
79
163
84
3.Dana Volpe
82
82
164
4.Kevin Kopanan
93
84
177
5Jake Monroe
90
168
78
TEAM TOTAL

332

325

657

Trinity placed eighth out of twenty teams in j
this two day tournament. Next weekend
they travel to Amherst for the Toski Invita-1
tional on October 3-4.

Cross Country Impressive in First Div I Meet
BY BRYAN SATTER
Sports Writer
The Trinity men's and women's cross country
teams ran against the best the state had to offer this
weekend at the Connecticut Intercollegiate Championships in New Britain. The Bantams held their own
against their in-state rivals, as both teams managed to
come in sixth place. No team was a match for the
University of Connecticut, which dominated the meet,
winning both the men's and the women's team titles.
Trinity's success in the meet was not determined
by how they fared against the Divison I Huskies. The
meet gave the Bants a chance to size up their fellow
Divison HI NESCAC foe, Wesleyan, who came in fourth
in each race. For Trinity, the Bants were paced once
again by the two team captains, Alexis Colby '95 and
Steve Harding '94.
The men's race was a question of who would
finish second. UCONN placed five runners in the top
ten, dominating the meet. However, Harding was able
to secure a place among the state's elite by finishing in
21stplace, with a time of 28:29. Harding's time does not
accurately reflect the type of race he ran, however; nor
do the times of any of the other runners. The course was
very slow and monotonous, with the men repeating the

same mile three times. The winning UCONN runner
finished with a time of a minute slower than the winner
at Vassar, where Trinity ran last week.
Following Harding were the impressive slew of
freshmen who continue to refuse to be intimidated at
the college level. Chuck Baker improved tremendously
over his run last week to come in 31st, with a time of
29:12. Paul Lordan ran a surprisingly quick 29:32 to
finish 46th, while the other rookie sensation, Rob Johnson, finished in 49th place, at 29:47.
The upperclassmen continued to contribute as
well. Junior Chris Bride sawed through the course in
just over thirty minutes to finish 54th, with Etienne
Shanon'96finishingrightbehindat30:03, good enough
for 57th place. Freshman Josh Olson, running his first
race of the season, was 63rd, with a time of 30:36, with
fellow classmate John O'Hara coming in 70th at 31:06.
Vassily Eliopolous '96 ran the race of his life,
coming jn at 32:19, just behind Sophomre Jim
Woodworth, who finished 78th at 32:09. Bryan Satter
'95 crawlea in 84th at 32:26, with Freshmen Greg Angstrom, 33:04, and Mike Jones, 37:19, rounding out the
squad.
For the women, the story once again was Colby.
She proved that she belongs with New England's best,
as she narrowly missed the top 10. Colby finished

twelfth with a time of 19:37 for 3.1 miles, but less than
a minute out of second place. The women's captain is
focusing on her goal to make the National Divison III
Finals, and if this race is any indication, she should be
in peak form by November.
Jill Romano '97, an East Hartford native, has
emerged as the solid number two runner on the team. Her time of 20:44 was good enough for 21st, and she was
able to reduce the gap between her and Colby by over
15 seconds from last week.
Sophomore Merridith Minerd ran well enough to
finish in the top third, with a time of 21:44. Her
classmate, Amy Marcotte, put the pressure on Minerd,
coming in 39th at 22:09. Junior Laura Parnum ran her
firs t race of the year and came in 50 th, with a decent time
of 24:05.
"I thought we ran a respectable race," Coach
George Suitor said. "Going up against Divison I competition is a first for us. We hadn't run in this race for
seven years. I was pleased with the effort the freshmen
gave me in only their second race. I think the guys are
still getting used to the 5 mile courses, but I think we
have a strong nucleus to build upon for both teams."
The cross country squad will travel to Boston
next weekend for the annual Codfish Bowl Run at
Franklin Park.

SPORTS
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A Message From President Tom Gemty
Athletics at Trinity is animportantpart of Ihe liberal arts tradition. What our students learn on these playingfields will stay with them all through their lives. They
learn to strive towards a common goal; they learn grace in victory and defeat; they learn the rewards of discipline, concentration and devotion. On Parents Weekend,
when Trinity faces Williams in so many sports, we witness the sweatiest of the liberal arts at its best.

Trinity vs. Williams: Football's Greatest Rivalry
BYALCARBONE
Sports Writer

1988- at Trinity
TRINITY 24 WILLIAMS 20
This game featured one of
the greatest performances by a
Trinity wide receiver. Terry
McNamara '90 caught 13 passes
from quarterback Kevin Griffin
'89 for 143 yards and two touchdowns, including the game winning touchdown with 2:30 left
to play in the game.
After storming out to a
17-7 lead, Trinity allowed Williams to come back and take the
lead 20-17 when Jerry Procanik
scored on a 37 yard run for the
Ephmen.
Late in the fourth quarter,
after Trinity was forced to punt,
Williams was stopped on four
downs by a stingy Bantam defense and had to punt. On what
was thebiggestplayof the game,
Jeff Buzzi '90 blocked the ensuing punt and the Bantams recovered the ball at the Williams
11 yard line.
One play later, and with
2:30 left in the game, Griffin
found McNamara for a ten yard
touchdown to culminate a banner day for himself and the
whole Trinity football team. This
game started a five year stretch
of amazirtg college football
games!

1989- at Williams
WILLIAMS 26 TRINITY 21
Trinity bolted out to a 140 halftime lead, but Williams
scored 19 points in the fourth
quarter, including two touchdowns in final 58 seconds to
defeat the Bantams at Weston
Field.
Three players had outstanding games for the Bantams:
Defensive Back John
Dauphinee '92 had two interceptions, half back Steve
Redgate '90 scored two touchdowns, and wide receiver Terry
McNamara '90 continued his
success against the Ephmen's
defense with 11 receptions for
114 yards and a touchdown
catch from quarterback Todd
Levine '90. Levine fell short in
his only attempt at defeating the
Ephs.
Redgate's second rushing
touchdown of the game put Trinity ahead 21-14 with ten minutes left in the game.
Williams thenfoughtback
with a touchdown with 58 seconds left, but failed on the two
point conversion.
With the score 21-20, the
Ephmen successfully executed
an on-sides kick and five plays
later, Williams quarterback Dan
Dwyer hit tight end Matt
Moynahan with a 30 yard score
with 13 seconds to play and the
Ephmen prevailed 26-21.

1990- at Trinity
WILLIAMS 24 TRINITY 21
In a game filled with turnovers, Williams converted four
of Trinity's mishaps into scores.
Late in the fourth quarter,
Ephman Bodhi Amos intercepted his third James Lane '92
pass: Williams then capitalized
as split end R. Scott Sheanpulled

the day.
The bitter loss for Trinity,
which led 21-7 at halftime, overshadowed an admirable individual effort by tight end Rocco
DeMaio '91. DeMaio hauled in
ten receptions for 143 yards and
a touchdown. The Bantams
came close to winning the game
but the potential game winning

In one of the greatest
games in the history of Division
III football, Trinity, fueled by
quarterback James Lane's five
yard touchdown pass to John
Mullaney '93 with no time remaining, defeated Williams 3027 in a game that had four touchdowns in the final 2:47 of play.
Both teams traded pass-

Trinity fans celebrate as the Bantams snap the Purple Cows' 23-game winning streak.
in a deflected pass from quar- drive was halted just over ing touchdowns in the first half,
as Lane found Mike Giardi '93
terback Dan Dwyer at the 12 midfield as time expired.
for an eight yard score. Losing
yard line, and ran it into the end
1991-at Williams
14-10 at the start of the fourth
zone for the touchdown with
2:24 remaining in the game. TRINITY 30 WILLIAMS 27 quarter, Lane drove the Bantams
TRINITY SNAPS WIL- up the field and finished the
Overall, it was a frustrating aftemoonfor quarterback Lane as LIAMS' 23 GAME WINNING drive with a 35 yard touehplcase turn to page 3
he threw five interceptions on STREAK!!

First & Last Tavern
Featuring Brick Oven Pizza

956-6000

Hours
Mon-Thurs 11:30-10:00
Fri& Sat 11:30-11:00
Sun 5:00-9:00

Broad Street.
Maple^
Ave.

939 Maple Avenue
Hartford, CT 06114
Serving Hartford for SS years,

